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Abstract

Physical laws govern geophysical processes, and to study them, they are generally
formulated as a forward model. This forward model is often used as a synthetic
data generator in an inversion setup wherein an optimizer minimizes the di�erence
between the synthetic and field observed data. When either part of the setup is
computationally large, it can delay the generation of solutions and, consequently,
the interpretation process. We understand that some classes of algorithms from
machine learning, such as supervised and dimensionality reduction algorithms, can
help get around these situations. The main idea behind this work is to motivate the
inclusion of machine learning algorithms into conventional geophysical modelling
workflow to speed up the data generation process and aid automatic interpreta-
tion. In the first part of the thesis, we outline the theory underlying some general
deep learning algorithms that are later used in the chapters. In the second part,
we develop deep learning models for two di�erent applications.
In the first application, synthetic data is generated using an acoustic wave simula-
tor to study the response of pore geometry on an acoustic wavefield. We developed
a semantic segmentation framework using a modified U-Net architecture that could
directly output the pore structure from the acoustic volume. It was found that
while the overall pore structure model could be inferred with a Dice coe�cient
accuracy of 92%, the trained model struggled to predict the individual classes.
In the second application, we develop an LSTM based reduced order model for pre-
dicting the future states of a hydro-mechanical system. The data for this model
was generated using a linear elastic finite element solver. High non-linearity was
introduced into the model by varying the pore pressure contribution in di�erent
parts of the computational domain. It was found that a 3-layer deep RNN was re-
quired to maintain a 99.99% accuracy in the predicted states. We understand that
the development of such a model can help evaluate the present and near-future
states of the stability of the slopes.

Keywords: Semantic segmentation, Reduced order model, Geophysical simula-
tion, Geomechanical simulation, Machine learning
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Geoscientific data can provide one of the best modelling adventures for a scientist.
Processing of data in geoscientific disciplines often involves the usage of computers
to determine the most of the interior of the earth, where direct penetration tests
are unpractical and/or uneconomic. Standard geophysical prospecting techniques,
such as electromagnetics, seismic, and gravity/magnetic help gather a small sig-
nature, in the form of field data, of the underlying processes that generated it.
Scientists often try to match these observations to well known analytical solutions
to claim their findings. But it must not be forgotten that this data is just a tiny
representation of the process or group of processes that could have generated it,
so there is always an associated uncertainty. The processes that we study in geo-
physics and geomechanics require us to use the laws of physics that govern them,
followed by encoding the process in the form of a forward model. These models are
often used as synthetic data generators to be compared against the field observed
data in an inversion setup. Although doable by experts, it is often cumbersome
for a human to apply and record the outputs and interpret the data at each stage
of processing, especially when the dimension of data is large, necessitating the
application of computer programs while the generated results are checked in the
interim at each intermediate step. When the data is small, an expert can safely
avoid any computational procedure to arrive at the result. But, the current trend
in data acquisition, their type, variety and amount make it an utmost requirement
to learn and apply custom developed computer codes to extract more information
from them.
Machine learning (ML) is a branch of science where computer algorithms learn
from data. While it has shown human level accuracy in tasks such as object de-
tection, computer game play and natural language processing, it is slowly being
included in the mainstream data pipeline for Geoscience studies and a variety of
geophysical data processing applications. For example the authors in [1] imple-
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mented a physics informed neural network architecture from well to seismic tie
using CNNs. A deep learning based segmentation model was realised using the
SegNet architecture in [2] to approximate the inverse operator from 3D apparent
resistivity data. A CNN network was designed to impose regularisation to inverse
problems in [3]. Authors in [4] employed a U-Net model to interpret ground pen-
etrating radar data for archaeo-geophysical applications. Authors in [5] devised a
CNN based earthquake early warning system that could learn the source and site
e�ects from the waveform data to forecast the intensity. Five architectures were
compared for reservoir characterisation using geophysical well logs in [6]. A deep
learning based seismic impedance inversion was carried out in [7] using a Cycle-
GAN architecture. An automatic fault detection algorithm was realised in [8; 9]
that used 2D slices extracted from 3D seismic amplitude data. A CNN framework
was designed in [10] to predict the shear wave velocity profile from surface wave
data. Automatic velocity picking was attempted in [11] using semblance maps.
Seismic reservoir characterisation was done using deep CNNs in [12]. Geophysical
inversion to detect near surface cavern was done in [13] using deep frameworks.
ML algorithms, in general, require a large amount of data, adequately preprocessed
for their application. As a matter of fact, we in geophysics and geomechanics per-
form many synthetic studies in the form of simulation and forward models that
can be leveraged to train an ML algorithm. This requires knowledge of the un-
derlying physics of the process and the machinery of the ML algorithm to work in
tandem. Although the human interpretation of data in this field is indispensable
and necessary for gaining confidence in the obtained results, nonetheless, artifi-
cial intelligence can be made to complement the interpreter at various stages of
data processing. In the light of the above, this thesis attempts to depict some of
the advantages of using ML algorithms in processing synthetic data. We demon-
strate this in the form of two important and exciting applications pertaining to
geophysics and geomechanics.

1.1 Conventional Data modeling
Modelling of any geophysical process involves a physical theory that connects a
discrete set of Earth parameters m œ M µ RM to the experimentally obtained
data d œ D µ RN . The theory gives us a mathematical operator g to predict the
data d for a given set of parameters.

d = g(m) + ÷ (1.1)
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where ÷ represents the sum of all errors during data acquisition and the errors
due to physics not accounted for in theory. The operator g can have several forms
depending on the process used to represent the theory. For example, in a 1D setup,
a time domain electromagnetic field modelling g represents an operator that takes
the resistivity and width of layers of a layered Earth model and solves Maxwell’s
equations to give the electric and magnetic fields. An optimisation algorithm uses
the forward model g to solve these equations numerically to obtain the best pos-
sible set of parameter pairs that yields the least error against the observed data.
Another example that g can be representative of is a well-designed Green’s func-
tion serving as the analytical solution to wave propagation problems [14; 15].
An equivalent example from the geomechanical field is the modelling of the sta-
bility of the borehole. Here, the operator g of Eq. 1.1 represents the set of partial
di�erential equations governing the stress and strains in a finite computational
domain. The parameters m of the model are the engineering quantities used to
specify the di�erent types of materials constituting the domain. Advanced numer-
ical modelling techniques are often used to solve these kinds of problems [16; 17].

Solving Eq. 1.1 generally yields multidimensional data that can be interpreted
for a variety of purposes. Before performing the data analysis, an important step
is to arrange the data points in a specific order and position in the data space.
From the data science perspective, the criteria for positioning these points may
not have any practical significance. For example, a particular data ordering may
assign di�erent weights to di�erent data features. This ordering might not seem
important as it may not give better solutions, but it may still ease some parts
of the matrix calculations. Notably enough, dealing with geophysical and geome-
chanical data using ML algorithms often requires projecting the data points to a
lower dimension so that essential features embedded within are captured. While
this is true for most real-world ML applications, it is paramount for geo-type data,
especially when the amount of given data is large.
Data in Geosciences often demand multidisciplinary approaches to processing,
analysis and interpretation. While geomechanics, in particular, deals with the
mechanism of soil and subsurface, geophysics spans a broader scope with subfields
of study such as gravity, magnetic, seismic, electromagnetic, radioactivity, well-
logging and various chemical and thermal processes. Modelling in any of these
areas involves acquiring information from the field and fitting a synthetic model
to it. The modeller has complete control over the numerical experiment being
conducted by varying the parameters of the synthetic model. Partial Di�eren-
tial Equations (PDEs) are ubiquitous tools in these domains. The data acquired
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from the field are primarily used for calibrating these computational models. As
modellers, we understand that real data has its challenges that present themselves
in the form of noise, heterogeneity, arbitrary computational domain shapes, and
nonlinearity, which often result in the ill-posedness of the inverse problem.
With the success of artificial intelligence in scientific applications such as com-
puter vision, language understanding, and logical reasoning, it is evident that this
technology can help enhance the conventional optimisation based models. The
ML aided models have proven to be capable of learning from the data, deduc-
ing patterns and making future predictions. The non-triviality of geophysical and
geomechanical data o�ers a perfect avenue for its application.

1.2 Machine Learning for Data modeling
Eq. 1.1 depicts a general problem in imaging commonly encountered in geophysics.
The equation can also be represented in a form that is more common in the Deep
Learning (DL) literature:

d = N(g(m)) (1.2)

where N(·) represents a Gaussian distributed noisy measurements of the data gen-
erating process where the noise term is no more additive, unlike Eq. 1.1. The
model is in much use in computational imaging [18] tasks such as image inpainting
and super-resolution [19]. Other image application areas are tomographical recon-
struction, radar imaging, magnetic resonance imaging [20] and X-ray tomography
[21]. Conventionally the reconstruction task involved some prior information about
m in terms of sparsity [22; 23; 24; 25] or in terms of geometry [26; 27; 28; 29; 30].
In conventional processing, a good estimation of m has to be a good fit and adhere
to the prior information. This is generally posed as an optimisation problem, of-
ten involving a regulariser that sets a trade-o� between the generalisation capacity
and overfitting of the algorithm. This approach has recently been changing with
the arrival of deep learning techniques. A deep learning algorithm can leverage a
large set of labelled data to create a regularised mapping between the dependent
and the independent variables. A number of such applications can be found in
signal recovery, image super-resolution, compressed sensing, and image denoising
[31; 32; 33; 34; 35; 36; 37].

Supervised ML algorithms require labelled examples to map the covariates
to the target variables. A simple example is identifying the digits in the area zip
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codes, also called pin codes in some countries. A naive approach to such a problem
would involve hand-crafting the rules to detect specific lines, curves, and shapes
in specific picture regions. Though simple to understand, this approach leads to a
large number of rules and still does not provide good results, if not poor. A smarter
way of achieving fewer errors can be a ML-based algorithm wherein we supply in-
put images with di�erent writing styles of the numeric digits printed on them and
provide their corresponding labelled outputs, i.e. the actual one-hot vectors of the
actual answer. Symbolically, we can say that the image X œ (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and
its label y œ y̨, where y̨ is a one-hot binary vector of length 10 whose element
yi = 1 if the supplied query digit belongs to ith position. These example sets are
used to train the parameters of an ML model. Creating the labelled set is typically
done by a human expert and is time-consuming. The way the algorithm tunes its
parameters is by minimising a cost function. The algorithm takes a new image
as the input and generates an output encoded in the same manner as the labels
y in the supervised set. The algorithm then checks the value of the cost function
corresponding to the current output and generates an error value used to tune the
parameters. This step is also referred to as the learning/training phase. After
the training phase, the trained model is typically checked against a validation set
containing digits that have not been shown to the model yet. The capability of
the trained model to predict the correct labels in this new set is called its gener-
alisation capability.
The central aim of training any ML algorithm is to improve its generalisation ca-
pability. An important step towards achieving this is the preprocessing stage. This
step takes care of the unequal variance in the input feature variables and is done
to enhance its generalisation capacity. Because now the variability of each new
example is fixed/equalised, the task of pattern recognition becomes easier. An-
other operation that is done as a part of preprocessing is feature extraction. This
part helps enhance training by transforming the input variables into new features.
A simple example can be squaring the input variable x to be appended as a new
feature, wherein the model’s output y is some function of (x, x2). Here, the base
variable x is acted upon by function f(x) = x2 to produce a new feature variable x2.
Combining this new variable with the original variable x helps regress faster and
ease the optimiser’s burden. It is obvious that feature transformation/extraction
also helps boost computation in graphics processing units (GPUs), typically pre-
ferred for high-end processing. An example of such a requirement is processing
streaming video data for face detection. A direct feed of the frames in the stream
might unnecessarily overload the GPUs in identifying complex facial features; in-
stead, the frame could pass through a deterministic feature extractor first and then
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the feature vector could be passed on to the ML algorithm. The feature extractor
could focus on important areas of the frame that would increase its discriminatory
function enabling face detection. An example could be of detecting the RGB values
possessing a particular range of intensity that are symbolic of a face [38; 39; 40].
A similar set of other features could be hand-designed to enable e�cient face de-
tection. Because this step greatly reduced the amount of data to be processed, it
is also sometimes called the dimensionality reduction step. As this is subtractive,
step care must be taken to prevent the discarding of relevant features; otherwise,
the entire training procedure would su�er. It is understood that the parameters
of the feature extractor must be tuned a-priori to enable e�cient extraction – this
is yet another area of active research.
There are at least two categories in which the ML algorithm could be grouped –
a classifier or a regressor. In problems where the target variable retains specific
values or classes, the problem can be framed as a classification problem; on the
other hand, when the value of the output variable lies in the continuous range, the
problem can be formulated as a regression problem. Yet, another class of problem
exists in the ML literature that consists of the unsupervised ML algorithms. In
this class of problems, the algorithm is subjected to identifying relevant/important
features in the input variables, i.e. without any labelled set, y. Common tasks here
are density estimation, where the algorithm is assigned the job of estimating the
probability distribution of the given dataset; clustering, wherein the algorithm is
expected to discover members of a similar group based on some similarity measure;
dimensionality reduction – where the algorithm’s job is to reduce the dimension
of the data without losing essential information within. This is also called data
compression in some literature.
Yet another branch of ML algorithms deals with the task of choosing suitable
actions given a specific situation. The algorithms here maximise the rewards ob-
tained from selecting a particular action. This branch has been suitably named
reinforcement learning (RL) [41; 42]. This is also the case where the user does not
supply any form of supervised inputs except the design of a suitable reward func-
tion whose return varies according to the choice made by the playing agent. This
is usually accomplished by a trial and error process in a given environment. The
states and the set of actions are typically pre-designed. The selected action not
only a�ects the current reward but also a�ects the subsequent rewards. Therefore,
the design of the reward function is quite important. Successful implementation
can be seen in a neural network that is trained using the RL technique to play
games like chess, go, and backgammon [43; 44; 45]. The rewards must be chosen
carefully to maximise e�ciency as quickly as possible. As they call it in the RL
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literature, an algorithm must tune the trade-o� between exploration and exploita-
tion. Biasing towards any one of them can yield poor results.

1.3 Motivation of Research
Geoscientific problems present a plethora of modelling opportunities. In geophys-
ical modelling, we mainly deal with optimisation, wherein we aim to evaluate the
variables of interest given their responses. These problems are primarily nonlinear
and often possess uncertainty in their solutions. For example, in modelling the
elastic response of a rock core sample, we are especially interested in knowing the
internal pore structure and its constituents. Minute details such as tiny pores do
not result in appreciable changes in the elastic responses. So, our methodology
would be wasted on this problem if more attention is given to resolving the tiny
pores’ e�ect. There is a need that the algorithms used to optimise the variables of
interest must be smart enough to retain as much detail as possible while still ig-
noring the irrelevant parts. Another inherent problem is non-uniqueness, wherein
multiple pore network configurations and constituents can result in similar elastic
responses. In this scenario, the algorithms must be able to work out the di�erences
between the responses in at least some higher dimension, if not the same. At this
juncture, it is essential to note that geoscientists and particularly the reservoir
engineers are primarily interested in approximate solutions to these problems such
that the bulk of the domain can be comprehended/estimated for asset evaluation.
On the other hand, in geomechanics, we often build a numerical model to study
physical phenomena represented using a set of partial di�erential equations. The
discretisation of the equations results in a large system of algebraic equations that
need to be solved iteratively. This size is directly proportional to the resolution
of the computational domain, and fine results mandate large meshes or grids to
better approximate the actual solution. This is because direct matrix inversion is
impractical as it would require enormous physical memory, which is generally not
feasible. Therefore, discretisation methods like Finite di�erences, Finite Elements
and Finite Volume exist that can help divide the computational domain into small
elements and solve sub-problems separately. An important issue with solving such
a large system of equations is the time required to get a single solution. At this
juncture, the dimensionality reduction algorithms might help speed up the mod-
elling pipeline. This class of algorithms can help reduce the dimensionality of
the problems using reduced rank representations. While these algorithms capture
most of the variances in the data, it’s up to the user how they tune it such that
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the resolution in the variables of interest is retained. To this end, linear dimen-
sionality reduction methods have been developed and are being successfully used
to deal with and interpret high-dimensional data. However, although the linear
methods are fast in factorising these large amounts of data, decomposition ought
to be ambiguous when the data lies in the nonlinear space. Therefore, one must
choose these data reduction techniques judiciously.
Therefore, we see some specific properties within the data that can direct our ef-
forts towards designing new and e�cient algorithms, which can perform equally
well, if not better, than the current approaches. Hence, this work demonstrates
the development of those data-driven models that adapt to the problem specified
as the user requirements.

1.4 Aims and Objectives
The main idea behind this work is to motivate the inclusion of ML algorithms into
conventional geophysical and geomechanical modelling workflow. We aim to solve
two di�erent problems that utilise modern deep learning algorithms to accomplish
the set tasks. We divide the work into two main chapters – chapter 3 and chapter
4.
In chapter 3, we have worked with Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architec-
tures to characterise the pore networks in carbonate rocks. To do this, we define
the following objectives:

1. To prepare the volumetric image data of rock core samples

i. To convert the raw data into workable formats

ii. To study various preprocessing and binarisation algorithms

iii. To extract the pore networks from rock core samples

2. To analyse the extracted pore networks using acoustic wave simulation

i. To realise an acoustic wave simulator using finite di�erence technique

ii. To analyse the patterns exhibited by di�erent pore network models

3. To map the pore network models to their acoustic responses using deep
neural network

i. To develop a U-Net architecture for mapping the acoustic volumes to
the causative pore network model
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ii. To evaluate the performance of the developed network using di�erent
metrics

In chapter 4, we show how Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) based Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) can be used to realise a Reduced Order Model (ROM) for
accelerated simulation of a hydro-mechanical system. Hence, the objectives are:

1. To develop a numerical model of the hydro-mechanical system

i. To define the computational domain for the study

ii. To generate state space data from few full-order simulation

2. To develop a Multistep Prediction algorithm using deep neural network

i. To create a supervised training and testing dataset

ii. To reduce the dimension of data using proper orthogonal decomposition

iii. To realise a multi-step prediction algorithm using single-step prediction
scheme

3. To perform some statistical analyses of the developed ROM

i. To compare the predicted states to the observed states

ii. To analyse the performance of the developed ROM

1.5 Organisation of the Remaining Chapters
The current chapter gave a general introduction to the ML algorithms that fit into
conventional data processing workflow. The rest of the thesis can be organised as
follows.
Chapter 2: General Algorithms in Deep Learning and Statistical Esti-
mation. In this chapter, we provide a brief overview of some of the general deep
learning algorithms that we use in the forthcoming chapters. We also mention
di�erent loss functions that can be used for training these algorithms. We also
mention the statistical estimation techniques such as Maximum a-posteriori Esti-
mation and Maximum likelihood estimation.
Chapter 3: A Data-Driven Approach to Porosity Segmentation for Car-
bonates. This chapter presents the results of predicting the pore network model
from acoustic volume data. We go through the several data preparation steps as it
is the most crucial part before illustrating the training of the U-Net. We first show
how raw grayscale image data can be processed using image processing algorithms
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such as contrast equalisation, median filtering and Sauvola thresholding. We then
use the extracted pore networks to prepare the computational domains for acous-
tic wave simulations. We then discuss the simulation results for various types of
pore configurations. The acoustic volumes and the extracted pore networks are
then used to train the U-Net model to perform semantic image segmentation. We
discuss some salient points in training the convolutional neural network with su-
pervised data. In the end, we quantify the performance of the trained U-Net on
some test samples.
Chapter 4: LSTMs based Accelerated Simulation for Hydro-Mechanical
Systems. This chapter shows how an LSTM-based recurrent neural network can
be configured as a multi-step prediction algorithm. We show how a million de-
grees of freedom state space can be compressed using a matrix factorisation al-
gorithm such as the singular value decomposition. We then emphasise di�erent
normalisation strategies for the weights and boundary conditions before training
the network. Next, we discuss the single-step training algorithm for the recurrent
neural network, which ultimately is used to realise multi-step predictions. We
show the training and validation accuracy and evaluate the network’s performance
with a reduced number of layers. We then show the reconstruction results in the
original state space and compare them with the original simulations. At last, we
also quantify the range of the pseudo-full-order simulations that can be generated
using the ROM.

Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work. In this chapter, we summarise
our contributions and discuss the scope of future research.



Chapter 2

General Algorithms in Deep
Learning and Statistical
Estimation

2.1 Deep Learning Algorithms
Deep learning algorithms refer to the artificial neural networks formed by combin-
ing multiple hidden layers between the input and the output layer. They provide
a robust framework for supervised learning where the task is to map an input
vector to an output target vector. The layers can form various units, often called
neuronal units, to realize specific tasks. We discuss them in brief in this chapter.

2.1.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

The convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are inspired by the human visual ven-
tral vision system and are similar to its architecture and functional tasks. Al-
though the forms have been derived from many di�erent fields, the fundamental
framework is still from the branch of Neuroscience. The scientific work of [46] laid
the foundation for modern day’s CNNs after their years of analysis analyzing the
mammalian visual system. While the pioneers received their Nobel prize in 1981,
the main experiment that led to the discovery was on cat eye cells’ response to
lights of di�erent wavelengths. The experiment involved fixing electrodes to the
anaesthetized cat’s brain and measuring its responses to various visual stimuli. It
was discovered that the individual neurons of the visual cortex system were only
activated for specific patterns in the input image. The deep architecture that we
use today resembles the visual cortex. The CNNs were first developed for image
processing applications and have been quite successful. The current text does not
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Figure 2.1: A typical CNN

intend to be an exhaustive source to understand these networks, so, for a more
detailed study, the readers are referred to [47; 48; 49; 50; 51]. Apart from their
success in their native image processing applications, they have also been applied
successfully in the tasks of time series classification [52; 53; 54; 55; 56] applications,
natural language processing and the comprehending video streaming data. In the
forthcoming paragraphs, we explain the working of a CNN. Throughout the text,
the data is assumed to be 2-dimensional.
A typical CNN is shown in Fig. 2.1. The CNN architecture can be composed
of three types of layers – fully connected, convolutional layer, and pooling layer.
Each type has its own set of rules for propagating the errors forward or backwards.
While there are no precise rules on how to structure a CNN, broadly speaking,
the conventional architecture can be understood to be comprised of two parts –
first being the feature extractor that involves combinations of convolutional and
pooling layers and the second being the classifier/regressor that consists of the
fully connected layers. There are some exceptions to this broad categorization, as
can be seen in the recent developments such as the U-Net architecture [57].

2.1.1.1 Convolutional layer

This layer performs the convolution operation to the input image. The important
parameters here are the number of filters called the kernel. The output from this
operation is a set of other images called feature maps. The convolutional layers
are often cascaded with each other to realize a deep network for complex visual
analysis tasks such as human pose identification. The input to a convolutional
layer can either be an input image or a feature map in a deep net. For a 2D image,
the shape of the kernel is typically more than three and less than the length/width
of the image. The feature map is computed by the convolution operation of the
kernel over parts of the image using a moving-window type approach. The size of
the step taken to move this window to any dimension is called the stride and is
typically taken to be 1 or 2 or, in some cases, higher if the image is larger in a
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given dimension. These operations shall be taken up in detail in the forthcoming
sections. The layer also has another parameter called padding. Padding is nothing
but the appending of zero values on all four sides of the input image. This is done
explicitly to match the size of a given dimension.
The size of the feature map is dependent on the size of the kernel and the padding
length. This number is given by Eq. 2.1

p = ((h ≠ 1)/2) (2.1)

Here, h is the width of the square kernel, and p is the padding size. The feature is
reduced by a factor of 2p. Although the feature map reduces the dimension of the
input image, it captures important patterns in the input. Also, the reduction is
compensated by extracting many filters from the image. The feature map is com-
puted using the kernel applied to all the image inputs. This essentially introduces
redundancy, and the maps may carry shared information.

The value of the stride can also e�ect the size of the feature map. The formula
for the output feature map is given by Eq. 2.2

wout = win ≠ f + 2p

s
+ 1 (2.2)

Here, wout is the dimension of the output image, win is the dimension of the in-
put image, f is the size of the filter or kernel, p is the size of the padding and s is the
stride value. A stride value of 1 does not a�ect the size of the output feature map.
The convolution operation creates a composition of feature maps, each having a
size dictated by Eq. 2.2. The number of such features in the output tensor/image
is specified as the number of kernels. A large number of kernels ensures, though
not guaranteed, capturing relevant features from a diverse set of a dataset. A deep
network consists of more than one convolutional layer. The feature maps in each
of the individual layers tend to capture features that progressively are complex in
nature, appearance and shape. For example, the first layer might only capture the
edges and line like features in the input image. The second layer might capture
the 2D structures composed of these 1D lines, and so on and so forth. Higher in
the hierarchy, one can expect the layers to learn features that are very abstract in
nature. The reason is the nonlinear activations that are typically combined with
these networks at the end of a layer. We next list a number of di�erent types of
layers that are commonly used with the CNNs.
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2.1.1.2 Activation layer

The universal approximation quality of the deep net is imparted by the functions
called activations which act on the input weights and apply a nonlinear trans-
formation before outputting the weights to the next layer. Some commonly used
activations are ReLU, tanh, sigmoid. A linear activation also exists that simply
outputs the same weights as the inputs, i.e. it does not modify the information
and acts like an identity function.

2.1.1.3 Pooling layer

The pooling layer is typically used to downsample the input data. Two of the most
famous types of pooling layers exist. They are max-pooling and average pooling.
The max-pooling is nothing but the extraction of the maximum value in the kernel
patch when the convolution operation is being done. Similarly, the average pooling
operation calculates the mean of the pixel values of the kernel patch. The schemat-
ics are shown in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3. An alternative way of seeing these layers is that
they can be considered to guarantee invariancy to small changes in the inputs.
This operation further reduces the number of trainable parameters and also gains
better generalizable capabilities. Another way of downsampling can be realized
using strides which is defined as the number of pixels to be skipped before applying
the convolutional operation. The average pooling approach gets the mean of the
pixels in the kernel patch. This type of pooling is typically used between the last
convolutional layer and the final output layer (e.g. softmax for classification). The
global average pooling can help process images with di�erent sizes because their
extracted feature maps can be transformed into the same output size and shape.

2.1.1.4 Transposed convolutional layer

Back converting from latent space to image space is an important task in ma-
chine learning. This is generally brought about by using multiple upsampling
layers. One of the most used methods for doing so is the use of the transposed
convolutional layer, which can be considered as the backward pass of a forward
convolution. A cleaner way to understand this upsampling strategy is to view the
transposed convolution as a forward convolution on the partially stridden input
image with added zeros.
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2.1.1.5 Upsampling layer

The upsampling operation can also be realized with a combination of a convolu-
tional layer and an activation layer. It essentially is a non-parametric interpolation
method that directly rescales the input volume to a higher dimension. These inter-
polation methods can be either the nearest neighbours, bilinear or cubic interpola-
tion methods. This rescaled input volume is used as an input to the convolutional
layer such that the size of the output remains the same. This is brought about by
using a stride value of 1, and padding equals zero. Nonlinear activations generally
follow these layers. This type of upsampling is generally costlier as it is performed
on a higher dimensional volume. This method avoids generating checkerboard type
artefacts inherent in the other upsampling methods.

2.1.1.6 Normalisation layer

Training the deep networks via Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is often plagued
with the problem of covariate shift. This occurs when the distribution of the input
layer constantly changes with respect to the output layer. Several normalization
methods have been devised to curate this. The normalization layer is used to centre
the input data. It does this operation by subtracting the mean and dividing by
the standard deviation, which essentially reduces the covariate shift. Commonly
used normalization schemes are batch normalization and layer normalization. The
feature maps are combined into a single input volume where the axes are called
the minibatch axis (N), the channel axis (C) and the spatial axis (H, W ). The
three normalizations are calculated as follows:

• Batch normalisation is done along the (N,H,W) axis

• Layer normalisation is done along the (C,H,W) axis

• Instance normalisation is carried along the (H,W) axis

The activation layer is mostly preceded by the normalization layer. This results in
better stabilizing the activation weights’ distribution. One established advantage
of batch normalization is that it accelerates the deep network’s training proce-
dure. Weight initialization becomes less important with batch normalization as it
greatly improves the backpropagation with higher learning rates. Also, as it adds
some noise by statistical centring of the data, a natural regularisation is naturally
applied, making the network use less of the dropout fraction. The use case for
layer normalization is mostly seen when training the recurrent networks (contrary
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Figure 2.2: Example of max-pooling
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Figure 2.3: Example of average-pooling

to CNNs), in which layer normalization is generally not possible due to parame-
ter reuse and variable length of inputs. Instance normalization must be preferred
when using small batch-size.

2.1.1.7 Training CNNs

Optimizing a CNN is more complex than that of a fully connected neural network
(FCNN). The reason for this is the various combinations of di�erent types of layers
that are cascaded from the input to the output layer. The following equations and
paragraphs summarise the training procedure.
The image is first input to the input layer, and this marks the start of the for-
ward propagation. This image undergoes a lot of transformations before appearing
through the output layer. This output is compared against the observed image
to compute an error which is then used to backpropagate to tune the weights of
the network. The tuning of the weights is mostly done by the gradient descent al-
gorithm, though modern variants are now available, though the principle remains
the same.
The forward propagation of the image/signal in a CNN can be given by the fol-
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lowing Eq. 2.3:

xl
ij =

m≠1ÿ

a=0

m≠1ÿ

b=0
waby

l≠1
(i+a)(j+b) (2.3)

where, i, j œ (0, N ≠ m + 1), l denotes the current layer number, wab are filter
weights and yl≠1

(i+a)(j+b) are the previous layer’s output. The final layer in a CNN
network computes the output using the following Eq. 2.4:

yl
ij = g(xl

ij), (2.4)

where g is a nonlinear activation.
The backward-propagation in a CNN can be given using the following equations in
this section. The CNN computes the derivatives using the automatic di�erentiation
technique [58]. This enables computing the derivatives of any arbitrary function.
Now, given the forward propagation has already finished, the derivative of the
error w.r.t. the current convolutional layer can be given as ˆC

ˆyl
ij

, then the e�ect of
the filter/kernel weights can be given as

ˆC

ˆwab
=

N≠mÿ

i=0

N≠mÿ

j=0

ˆC

ˆxl
ij

ˆxl
ij

ˆwab
(2.5)

From Eq. 2.3 we can substitute the value as xl
ij = qm≠1

a=0
qm≠1

b=0 waby
l≠1
(i+a)(j+b).

Therefore,

ˆC

ˆwab
=

N≠mÿ

i=0

N≠mÿ

j=0
yl≠1

(i+a)(j+b) (2.6)

Using the chain rule, we can compute:

ˆC

ˆx(l)
ij

= ˆC

ˆyl
ij

ˆyl
ij

ˆxl
ij

= ˆC

yl
ij

ˆ

ˆxl
ij

(gÕ(xl
ij)) = ˆC

ˆyl
ij

gÕ(xl
ij (2.7)

Because the value ˆC
ˆyl

ij
is already computed, the delta term can be computed as

follows:

ˆC

ˆyl≠1
ij

=
m≠1ÿ

a=0

m≠1ÿ

b=0

ˆC

ˆxl
(i≠a)(j≠b)

ˆxl
(i≠a)(j≠b)

ˆyl≠1
ij

(2.8)
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Figure 2.4: A schematic Recurrent Neural Network; Towards the left we have a
standard RNN where the state vector is denoted by s; Towards the right is the
unfolded version depicting how the state is built over time

Eq. 2.8 computes the propagation of error into the previous layer. Then using Eq.
2.3, we can see compute that

ˆxl
(i≠a)(j≠b)
ˆyl≠1

ij

= wab

ˆC

ˆyl≠1
ij

=
m≠1ÿ

m≠1

ˆC

ˆxl
(i≠a)(j≠b)

wab (2.9)

Eq. 2.9 looks very similar to the familiar convolution operation, but it must
be thought of as a convolution of error with reversed kernel/filter. An important
point worth noticing with regard to the pooling layer and the forward propagation
is that the layer simply compresses the information by downsampling an input
matrix shown in Fig. 2.2. Conversely, in the backpropagation case, the error
backpropagates to the element with the strongest information content; so if the
operation is max-pooling, the error is backpropagated to the largest element of the
input matrix.

2.1.2 Recurrent Neural Networks

While neural networks, in general, are versatile in mapping nonlinear relations
between targets and covariates, they do possess a few shortcomings with sequen-
tial data. One of the fundamental assumptions underlying the plain multilayer
perceptron networks is the assumption of independence in data samples. One ex-
ception to this assumption is the sequential data. Some of the examples in this
category are human speech, stock price and weather temperature data. All these
data exhibit dependence between sequential data points. Multilayer perceptron
networks fail to exploit the information from this sequential dependence. A naive
approach to dealing with such data is to collect multiple data points in time as
one data point. This is analogous to the moving window approach. Some of the
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works using this approach with sequential data can be seen [59; 60; 61]. But a
crucial point in tuning such networks is to find the optimal window size - this
is important; a smaller window size won’t capture longer dependencies, while a
large window would contribute to extra information that may sometime appear
as noise. One more limitation to the window based method may arise when there
are very long dependencies ranging over hundreds of timesteps. Additionally, the
plain NNs are not too welcoming for variable length sequences. This requirement
is especially important for tasks like language and machine translation.
In the recent past, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were being used for sequence
modelling tasks. HMMs, first developed by [62], work by mapping a set of observed
states to a set of hidden states. Probability distributions are used to define the
relationships between hidden states and observed states. These models follow the
Markov property, which states that the value at the current state is only dependent
on the immediately previous state. This is one of the severe limitations of HMMs
that prevents them from capturing long-range dependencies. Another is that of the
space complexity of an HMM that grows quadratically with the number of states.
This is significantly less than the fully connected versions that grow exponentially.
Some of the notable applications of HMM can be found in [63; 64; 65; 66; 67; 68].
The recurrent neural network is the modern way of handling sequential data. The
RNN cell tackles the long term dependency by maintaining a memory of all the
previous seen elements in the training sequence. This is done using the state vector
s in the hidden units. A simplistic form of the RNN can be seen in Fig. 2.4. The
curved dotted line and its pair in the solid line depict the feedback loop that con-
nects all the hidden neurons across the sequence length in time. At each timestep
t = t, the RNN cell receives the current element xt and the hidden state st≠1 to
update the current state st. The final output ht is then updated, ready to be fed
to the next stage. This structure is crucial to maintain the dependency of ht on
all previous states.
As seen is In Fig. 2.4 a weight matrix U is maintained between the input and the
hidden layers. Between one hidden state to another another weight matrix W is
maintained. And between hidden state and the output another weight matrix V is
maintained. All the operations can be summarized using the following equations.

st = ‡(Uxt + Wst≠1 + bs)

ht = softmax(Vst + bh) (2.10)

yk = eak

qK
kÕ=1 eakÕ

, k œ (1, . . . , K)
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Eq. 2.10 refers to the operations done on the state s. Symbols bs, bh are the
bias vectors. The softmax function ensures the output probabilities sum up to 1,
similar to a multiclass classification problem. Observing closely, one can notice
that a standard RNN 2.4 is itself a deep neural network. The unfolded version
makes it clear that a number of layers make up the networks, and the same set of
weights are applied and updated at each timestep. This feature enables the RNN
to process variable length input sequences. Due to the feedback connection and
the way st is updated, the information flow can take place across many timesteps,
thus enabling it to maintain memory in itself.

2.1.2.1 Training Recurrent Neural Networks

The backpropagation through time (BPTT) is used to train an RNN. Considering
the unfolded version shown in Fig. 2.4 we can see that it acts like a deep network
that implies it can be trained using the BPTT algorithm. Theoretically, the RNNs
can learn very long-range dependencies in time, given the multilayer analogy of
the unfolded network. The training should result in the tuning of weights so as to
retain the relevant information in the memory. However, in practice, the training
procedure is not trivial due to some well-known issues. In fact, authors in [69] have
identified that training a vanilla RNN (Fig. 2.4) performs very poorly even for a
sequence with short lags, as short as 10. The BPTT algorithm propagates the out-
put errors through long timesteps. The recurrent edge maintains the same set of
weights across time that eventually results in multiplying the gradients at timestep
t through timestep t ≠ n backwards in time. This results in a problem called the
“vanishing gradient problem” when the product becomes too small; conversely,
when the product is too large, the problem is known as the “exploding gradient
problem”. These are some of the significant problems with regard to training a
vanilla RNN as shown in Fig. 2.4. These are highly determined by the weight
matrices and the types of activations used. There have been several suggestions
to tackle these problems. Authors in [70; 71; 72] suggested the use of clipping
the gradients to mitigate the training problem; [70; 73] also suggested the use of
regularisation term L1 and L2 to prevent the overfitting issue.

2.1.2.2 Long short-term memory units

In order to get around the training di�culty, an improved architecture was sug-
gested by [74]. This architecture is called the Long-short Term Memory (LSTM)
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unit. As stated in the paper, the LSTMs have proven to be useful. LSTM solve the
problem of vanishing gradients by substituting the simple neurons with advanced
architectures called gates in the LSTM unit. A basic LSTM unit is shown in Fig.
2.5. Some of the attributes of the LSTM unit can be summarised as below:

• CEC: Constant error carousel, this refers to a fundamental unit that has a
recurrent connection of unit weight. This can be seen in the Fig. 2.5 as the
feedback loop. This acts as the internal state responsible for maintaining the
memory.

• Input gate: This aids in the input activation. This is mostly a hyperbolic
tangent.

• Output gate: This acts as the output activation. This is mostly sigmoid.

• Forget gate: This acts as the forget activation. This is mostly sigmoid.

The gates control the access to the CEC unit. A value equal to one in the input
gate allows new information to be added to the CEC. Similarly, a value equal to
one in the output gate allows the information to flow out of the unit. A value
near zero blocks the gates allowing the information to remain intact inside the
cell. This selective opening and closing of the gates allows the error propagation
to flow across long sequences. This gated version of the CEC is e�ective in dealing
with the vanishing gradient problem. The problem of exploding gradients is taken
care of by clipping the gradients. This set of modifications leads to better learning
of the long term sequences than conventional vanilla RNNs. Notably, the forget
gates also serve an additional function. It has been found that training these units
with continuous and very long streams which do not have specified start and end
markers makes the unit unstable. The network is no more is capable of identifying
the temporal patterns and/or cycles. One remedy to this behaviour was then
identified. The solution was to reset the state of the unit after each training set.
This resetting must be done before a new sequence is fed to the unit. This is
exactly what the forget gates are included for, by [75]. These special gates force
the state to reset after each training set is passed through. Some of the properties
of the LSTMs with the inclusion of forget gates are given below. Referring to Fig.
2.5 we state:

• The input sequence xt at the current timestep and the output from timestep
(t ≠ 1) given by ht≠1 are passed through the tanh activation function after
summing operation
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• Then, the input gate receives xt, and recurrent input ht≠1 computes the
weighted sum and applies a sigmoid activation. A product of the result it

and zt is taken to be input into the memory cell

• The forget gate enables the unit to let go of the information that is old
enough and is no longer required. This operation is important when new
data is available, and the network must be trained with this new data as well.
A reset in the state must be performed before doing so. So, the forget gate
receives the inputs xt and hidden state ht≠1 and applies a sigmoid function
to the weighted inputs - then a product of this result and the cell’s previous
state st≠1 is taken to “forget” the irrelevant information.

• Then, the CEC unit with the feedback loop receives the input after forgetting
the not so important information from the previous timestep and, at the same
time, accepting relevant information from the current timestep

• Then, the output gate acts by computing the weighted sum of the inputs xt

and ht≠1 to apply a sigmoid activation. This controls what and how much
information flows out of the LSTM cell.

• Finally, the output is taken after passing the current state, st through a tanh

activation and taking a product with the result of the output gate, ot.

The above mentioned operations can be summarized as below:

zt = tanh(W zxt + Rzht≠1 + bz

it = ‡(W ixt + Riht≠1 + bi

ft = ‡(W fxt + Rfht≠1 + bf (2.11)

ot = ‡(W oxt + Roht≠1 + bo

st = zt § it + st≠1 § ft

ht = tanh(st) § ot

Here, Eq. 2.11 denote the following operations of the input, input gate, forget
gate, output gate, the cell state and the final output, respectively.

They process a single datapoint in time. They maintain a hidden state vector
which acts as a memory unit for the past states. They are well capable of retaining
information that is important across several timesteps; hence are well equipped to
capture long term dependencies. A single memory cell makes use of both the past
and the current state to make a forecast for the future. And the most interesting
thing is that the model learns and tunes to do all these tasks itself while undergoing
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Figure 2.5: A standard Long short-term memory cell

training. But the RNNs need a fixed window size, although they can handle
variable-size inputs.

Recurrent networks find immense applications in areas of language modelling,
machine translation and image captioning. LSTM cells are an advanced form of
RNNs where they allow the gradient to flow through all the temporal states mak-
ing use of an extra latent state called the memory cell state. There exist a few
variations in the LSTM, like the LSTM with a peephole connection that enables
learning precise time dependencies and the gated recurrent units (GRUs). These
are less computationally expensive compared to the original LSTMs.
Other applications related to geosciences can be found in hydrocarbon detection
from well-logs [76], simulating reservoir behavior [77; 78], and prediction of reser-
voir physical parameters [79].

2.1.3 Encoder-Decoder Frameworks

The di�erent forms of neural networks described in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 su�ce
for most purposes, but there may be tasks that need custom designed networks.
For example, one may want to learn a compressed representation/latent vector
of the input image similar to dimensionality reduction techniques and then use
this compressed representation to reconstruct the input. This compression and
reconstruction help deduce relevant and important features. The compressed rep-
resentation is usually smaller in dimension than the input image size. The main
idea behind this technique is that the latent representation/vector would capture
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Figure 2.6: The U-Net architecture

just enough information so as to recreate the data itself. This type of network
consists of two parts - the encoder and the decoder. The type of network that
recreates the input data is called an Autoencoder and will be explained in the next
section. One of the interesting applications of these models is semantic segmen-
tation [80; 81; 82; 83; 84]. With regard to the flexibility that these modularised
networks o�er is that one can train multiple decoders for one single encoder, each
designed for a specific task, and vice-versa. For example, in a machine translation
application where one language needs to be translated to many other languages,
there can be a decoder for each one of them. Another application can be of calcu-
lating a fixed length representation of variable length inputs. RNNs are commonly
used for these types of tasks. Next, we define some common encoder-decoder ar-
chitectures in the next subsections.

2.1.3.1 The U-Net Architecture

Developed by [57] the U-Net architecture takes its name from the shape it bears
when drawn in on a 2D plane. The architecture can be seen in Fig. 2.6 was designed
for the purpose of semantic image segmentation and localization for Biomedical
purposes. While conventional CNNs are excellent in image classification tasks, e.g.
[80]. The U-Net is composed of an encoder-decoder framework with skip connec-
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tions and is also capable of localization. By localization, we mean the segmented
parts retain their physical position in space after the task of segmentation com-
pletes. In addition to that, and unlike conventional deep network requirements,
the U-Net is able to work with less amount of labelled data. The added capability
comes from the use of upsampling layers with a large number of feature maps
(typically in thousands for a 3D image of size 800 ◊ 800 ◊ 800) that help carry
context information to higher layers in the hierarchy.
The U-Net architecture can be seen in Fig. 2.6 where we observe it has two parts
that look like the two halves of the English letter “U”. The left half is the encoder,
and the right half is the decoder. The encoder o�ers a contracting path to the
input image while the decoder expands on the contracted image to form the output
having the same dimension as that of the input. The contracting encoder consists
of the conventional convolutional operations of size 3◊3 and max pooling followed
by a downsampling operation of stride of 2. The downsampling step creates dou-
ble the number of feature maps. On the other hand, in the expanding decoder
path, the feature maps are upsampled with a convolutional operation of size 2◊2.
This operation reduces the number of feature maps by 2, which are then concate-
nated with a copy of the corresponding downsampling operation of the encoder
part. The result is again followed by a convolutional operation to map the feature
vectors to a multiclass vector. The main idea behind the contracting operation is
that the network must capture the context of the image, similar to a classification
network. The localization e�ect is brought about by the “direct” skip connections
that connect the downsampling layers to the upsampling layers in the architecture.

2.1.3.2 The seq2seq Architecture

As the name suggests, the seq2seq model derives its name from the phrase “se-
quence to sequence”. This architecture was developed for processing pairs of se-
quences, frequently encountered in machine translation tasks. The architecture
was first developed by [85; 86; 87; 88]. Interesting applications have been found
since then in the tasks such as image captioning [89], dialogue systems [90], and
speech recognition [91; 92]. Though not directly related to this thesis, the model
was previously considered for the development of the Reduced order model as de-
scribed in chapter 4.
The vanilla seq2seq describes the conditional probability of the output sequence
y given the input sequence x as given by Eq. 2.12:
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p(y|x) =
JŸ

j=1
p(yj|yj≠1

1 , x) (2.12)

This is also an example of the encoder-decoder framework. The job of the
encoder is to receive an input sequence (usually one token at a time) to generate
a fixed length latent representation/vector. The decoder then maps back the gen-
erated latent vector to a token of the output sequence. While RNNs are typically
used for machine translation tasks, for image captioning, the encoder stage may be
framed by a CNN. The framework can be seen in Fig. 2.7. In this figure, both the
encoder and decoders are realized using RNNs. Usually, two separate embeddings
are created for each of the stages. The encoder stage takes as input the words from
the input sequence and encodes them into a latent vector. The end of the input is
usually marked with a special character. This special character helps identify the
starting point for the decoder. The decoder RNN then starts from the last latent
state of the encoder to begin the translation.
Training is usually carried out with true source and target sequences when the
output error is backpropagated through time across the entire model. The loss
function for training is given by Eq. 2.13:

L = ≠
ÿ

(x,y)œS

log p(y|x) (2.13)
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The equation depicts the negative log-likelihood of the pair of sequences in the
training data S. During testing, the model generates a sequence that is proba-
bilistic and more likely to be the output.

2.2 Dimensionality Reduction and Matrix Fac-
torization Algorithms

Data is ubiquitous. These are used to represent the observations of an experiment
or a field survey. Often, there are multiple sensors/devices that are employed to
capture the observations. The data from each of these devices can be arranged in
the form of a vector representing di�erent features or aspects of the phenomenon.
When these features are independent of each other, they can often be called de-
grees of freedom [93]. But this is seldom the case, and the result is that we
end up using multiple devices to capture the phenomena in the hope that it in-
creases the signal-to-noise ratio to uncover the inherent properties within the data.
Using multiple sensors to capture single phenomena leads to redundancy in infor-
mation which ultimately manifests as modelling complexities to the use. Apart
from being redundant, the data is also sometimes irrelevant that may persist as
modelling overload by taking up unnecessary computation. And on top of these,
there lies the problem of “curse of dimensionality”. This problem arises when the
high dimensional space is more sparse than being informative. So, when avoid-
ing dimensionality reduction techniques, the sparse data soon blows up the data
storing space and still may be “poorly informative” about the ongoing phenomena.

The branch of dimensionality reduction has evolved over the decades to over-
come the above-mentioned problems in multi-dimensional data. The idea is to
devise a compact parameterization of the phenomena that generate the data. This
way, dimensionality reduction algorithms can be thought of as a set of transfor-
mations that can accurately characterize the important events in the dataspace by
reducing very high dimensional data to a fairly low-level representation. Fig. 2.8
and Fig. 2.9 illustrate the idea nicely. The few advantages of this reduction are –

• Reduction in computational costs

• Better data representation

• Preserving relevant information

The data in the real world is mostly three dimensional. As a part of data
processing, multiple features are extracted from them to make it work through the
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 2.8: From a) Original image; From b) to d): Reconstruction of a scan-
ning electron microscopy image with increasing number of principal components –
20, 120, 220

Figure 2.9: Reconstruction accuracy; Higher is better
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machine learning algorithm. As will be shown in chapter 4, a large state space of
a hydro-mechanical simulation resides on a smaller data dimension compared to
its original space, where the degrees of freedom are in millions.

The problem of dimensionality reduction lies at the base of machine-learning
algorithms. These algorithms are frequently employed to solve tasks in pattern
recognition, image segmentation and the more general data compression. There
exists a class of methods when the data appears to be linear in nature. One such
algorithm is the Principle Component Analysis or the PCA. It accounts for the
variance in the data and uses it as the basis to “load” its several components.
The space where these components are evaluated is called the principle compo-
nent space, which is often much lower than the original data space. There are
other algorithms as well that exploit di�erent properties of the data to reduce the
dimension. For example, there is a variant of the basic Singular Value Decom-
position called the Kernel-Singular Value Decomposition algorithm or the K-SVD
[25]. This algorithm makes use of the “kernel” to account for the nonlinearity in
the data. Among the linear techniques, there are quite a few like the Dictionary
learning algorithm [94], Matching Pursuit [95] and the Factor Analysis algorithm
[96]. Often, the data acquired for Geoscientific analysis is high-dimensional, al-
though the causative sources might be much less in numbers. These algorithms
try to reduce the space of the observed data by working out a procedure like ma-
trix transformations to get down to a dimension equal to the number of sources
that generated the data. Technically, we say that the observed data, though high
dimensional, lies in a low-dimensional manifold. All dimensionality reduction al-
gorithms are designed to obtain the best possible reduction. Probably, the reason
for ending up at a high dimension space is that the user cannot ever know the
exact location of the generative source in the data space. Eventually, when the
measurements are made at a location which is far from the causative source, there
arises a need to compensate for the distance, which results in making multiple
dimensions.
There exist other classes of algorithms which are specifically targeted to address
the nonlinearity in data, such as the Local Linear Embedding, Laplacian Eigen-
maps, and the Isomap algorithm [97; 98]. These algorithms o�er greater flexibility
in fitting the nonlinear data. But there are a few issues when applying these algo-
rithms. First among them is that these algorithms map the points in the original
higher dimension and the lower dimension in a one-to-one manner, i.e. say, the
embedding that is created needs an interpolation technique to extend the generaliz-
ability to initially unavailable points. This process can be termed an out-of-sample
extension. The second issue is that these algorithms emphasize the properties of
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the training data only, i.e. to say they mostly maximize the inter-class distance of
the training data but do not perform so well for the data in the test sets. There
exist several methods to increase the predictive performance on the test data [99].
The nonlinearity in data presents special challenges because the performance de-
pends not only on the computed embedded space but also on the interpolator used
during training. One possible solution to extend the learned embedding is the use
of smooth functions such as radial basis functions [100]. Also, it becomes obvious
that learning the embedding and the interpolation parameters are done in a joint
manner rather than sequential. In this thesis, we emphasize linear dimensionality
reduction techniques only.

2.2.1 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is an ubiquitous matrix factoriza-
tion method and has applications ranging from numerical simulation [101; 102],
model reduction [103; 104; 105], model inversion [106; 107; 108] to dimensionality
reduction [109; 110]. Let the high dimensional data matrix be denoted as Y . The
POD can be realised by the Singular Value Decomposition gives three matrices as
the products of its operation on Y , given as:

Y = USV T (2.14)

where, U = [u1, . . . , um] œ Rm◊m and V = [v1, . . . vn] œ Rn◊n contain the left and
right singular vectors. The singular values are stored in the S matrix as:

S =
S

UD 0
0 0

T

V (2.15)

where, S œ Rm◊n. The diagonal D contains the singular values in decreasing
order such that s1 Ø S2 . . . sd > 0. The vectors {ui}d

i=1 and {ui}d
i=1 denote the

eigenvectors obtained from matrices Y Y T and Y T Y , respectively. The data matrix
in Eq. 2.14 can be approximated using a lower rank estimate, given as:

Ŷ = U (d)D(Sd)T (2.16)

We ideally choose the value of d as a trade-o� between compression and estimation
quality.
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2.2.2 Sparse Coding and Dictionary Learning

Redundancy in data can be exploited to code a signal/image for a compressed rep-
resentation [111; 112]. For example, in image applications, the algorithm can look
into the statistical distribution of the pixels to come up with a compressed repre-
sentation. Given a signal y œ Rn, one can represent it using a linear combination
of some basis vectors.

y ¥ Dx (2.17)

where the vectors are represented by the columns in the Dn◊k matrix xk contains
the weight or coe�cient of each of the vectors. Sparse coding relies on the fact that
only a few of such columns are required to reconstruct the given signal while the
coe�cients of others are near zero. The optimization function for sparse coding a
signal can be given as:

min
x

||x||0 : ||y ≠ Dx||22 Æ ‘ (2.18)

where the xk is called the sparse representation of the signal y and ‘ is a very
small value. The sparsity in x is enforced by the l0 norm. Conventionally, image
compression algorithms have been using some pre-defined basis such as the Fourier
basis and the Wavelet basis [113; 114]. The dictionary learning algorithm works by
finding a sparse dictionary or atoms of the given matrix in an overcomplete manner.
The method has been proven to give satisfactory results in image denoising tasks.

(Dú, xú) = arg min
D,x

= 1
2 ||y ≠ Dx||22 + –||D||11 (2.19)

where, – is the regularization constant. In this optimization function the algorithm
aims to estimate the two matrices Dú, xú whose dot product gives the least error
with the observed signal y. The optimization algorithm used for such tasks are
orthogonal matching-pursuit and least angle regression with coordinate descent
[115; 116].

2.2.3 Independent Component Analysis

The independent component analysis (ICA) algorithm [117] is used to identify the
underlying generative sources of a given signal where the given signal is a linear
combination of the sources. It also assumes that the sources be independent and
non-Gaussian. Although a clear explanation of this algorithm would take several
pages, we try to give out the main idea behind its working. In particular, we
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demonstrate the working of a practical version of the ICA algorithm called the
Fast ICA. let the observed data be represented as y = (y1, y2, . . . , ym)T . This m-
dimensional vector is zero-mean. One wants to estimate a suitable transformation
of y such that result has some desired properties, here being the non-Gaussianity.

s = Wy (2.20)

where, s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn)T is a n-dimensional transform and W is the weight
matrix. The FastICA algorithm mandates demeaning and whitening of the data
prior to its application. The optimizer tests for the convergence of the algorithm
by checking for the non-Gaussianity of each si, where i denotes the ith component
of the mixed signal y. The objective that the algorithm maximizes is given in the
following form:

JG(w) = [E{G(wT y)} ≠ E{G(‹)}]2 (2.21)

where, w is an m-dimensional weight vector and ‹ is a Gaussian variable of zero-
mean and unit variance. Minimizing this function JG, gives a vector ŵ which can
be tested for being a likely estimator using some “contrast functions”. The author
[118; 119] gives some choices of this contrast functions as given below.

G1(u) = 1
a1

log cosh(a1u), g1(u) = tanh(a1u) (2.22)

G2(u) = ≠ 1
a2

exp ≠a2u
2/2, g2(u) = u exp ≠a2u

2/2 (2.23)

G3(u) = 1
4u4, g3(u) = u3 (2.24)

where, a1 œ [1, 2] and a2 ¥ 1. Some. recommendations on using the GÕs is as
follows. G1 should be good for general purpose applications, G2 must be used for
robustness or when the components are super-Gaussian and for sub-Gaussian inde-
pendent components the choice of G3 is good. Some of the applications of ICA are
mostly found for dimensionality reduction, denoising and unmixing of hyperspec-
tral data as in [120; 121; 122]. It has also been used in reservoir geomorphology
[123; 124] and detection of coal bed methane [125].

2.2.4 Autoencoders

The neural networks are good at discriminative and generative modelling tasks.
There is a class of neural networks that work in an unsupervised setting that can
be used for dimensionality reduction - the Autoencoders. There are other varia-
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Figure 2.10: A schematic autoencoder architecture

tions as well, such as the Deep Boltzmann Machines and Deep-Belief Networks.
For a detailed discussion on those, the readers are encouraged to go through the
Deep Learning Book [126]. The Autoencoder is a neural network that learns to re-
construct itself. Fig. 2.10 shows the schematic of an autoencoder. The motivation
behind such an architecture is that in the pursuit of reconstructing the input data,
the network would learn a representation that is much small in size compared to
the input. The reduction in the representation is enforced by the “bottleneck”
present in the middle of the network Fig. 2.10. This process of compression can
be understood as follows - let the input x be parameterized as h = f(x) where
h is the latent vector or the code that needs to be learned. The process can be
realized by putting multiple layers from the input layer to the bottleneck called
the encoder. Once the information is contained in h, the next set of layers from
the bottleneck to the output try to reconstruct the input image as x̂ = g(h), where
x̂ is the network’s estimate of the input and g(h) is the functional representation
of the decoder. Hence, two parts are called the encoder and the decoder. The loss
function used here is the squared error loss because the network needs to compare
the input vector and the reconstruction in an element-wise fashion. The equations
can be given in the following form:

h = f(x) (2.25)

x̂ = g(h) (2.26)

Lautoenc(x, x̂) = ||x̂ ≠ x||2 (2.27)

An important point w.r.t. the loss function is that additional constraints may
be applied to it to reduce the representational capacity of the network, which in
turn can help avoid learning an identity function. Other constraints may facilitate
regularisation. We now list three simple forms of autoencoders that serve di�erent
purposes.

• Sparse Autoencoder: This type of Autoencoder simply adds an extra
penalty term �(h) for enforcing sparsity. So, the loss function now reads as
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follows:

L(x, x̂) + �(h) (2.28)

where x̂ is the decoder’s output. These types of autoencoders are mostly
feature extractors that can be used by other machine-learning algorithms as
a classifier. The extra term �(h) can be thought of as a regulariser whose
task is to make the network respond to the sparse features present in the
input dataset.

• Denoising autoencoder: Similar to the sparse Autoencoder, the denoising
autoencoder also minimizes a modified loss function given by the following
equation:

L(x, x̃) (2.29)

where x̃ is a corrupted copy of the input. This can be done by adding some
form of noise to the input image. Hence the name - these autoencoders
are supposed to remove the noise from the corrupted signal and recover the
original information.

• Contractive autoencoder: This type of autoencoder, introduced in [127],
expresses a regularizing term on the latent vector in the following form:

�(h) = ⁄||ˆf(x)
ˆx

||2 (2.30)

The term �(h) is the Frobenius norm or the sum of squared elements of the
Jacobian matrix of the partial derivatives computed in the encoder part.

The autoencoders are good at information retrieval and dimensionality reduc-
tion tasks. Reduction in the data space can greatly improve the performance of
classification algorithms. Smaller data spaces imply fewer computation times and
fewer memory requirements. These are some of the benefits of using them with
fundamental machine-learning algorithms.

2.3 Miscellaneous

2.3.1 Optimising Deep Networks

Gradient descent is a popular choice for optimizing deep neural networks. There
exists a handful of di�erent variations to the basic gradient descent algorithm. We
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list the main ones here from [128].
Let the cost function be J(◊) where ◊ œ Rd is the model parameter. The gradient
descent aims to minimize this function by updating ◊ in the opposite direction of
its gradient Ò◊J(◊) w.r.t. the parameters. The optimizer has another parameter
called ÷ that sets the stepsize the optimizer takes at each update. This parameter
determines “how big” of an update is to be done once the gradients are computed.
Summarily, the optimizer tends to move in the direction dictated by the gradient
of the cost function until it reaches a saddle point or local optimum.
Literature cites many variants of the basic gradient descent. We list a few of them
in this section. In the following paragraph we denote X(i), y(i) to denote the ith

predictor and target, respectively.

• SGD - The basic variant of the gradient descent algorithm is the stochastic
gradient descent and it derives its name from the way it uses the amount
of data. It updates the parameters for each new sample in the training set.
The exact cost function is given as:

◊ = ◊ ≠ ÷ · Ò◊J(◊; X(i), y(i)) (2.31)

The SGD can be used in an online mode, i.e. it can perform its update with
new incoming data as the update works with a single example at a time. And
because it takes one example at a time, it needs to perform frequent and high
variance updates which results in the cost function value fluctuating rapidly.
The rapid updates also have the added benefit of escaping the local minima
in case of non-convex loss functions. When the function has multiple non-
smooth regions, the algorithm may su�er from “overshooting”, i.e. it may
miss out on a potentially good local optimum. The way around here is to
decrease the step size ÷. Shu�ing the examples is often accompanied within
the main loop to avoid biasing.

• BGD - The Batch gradient descent or the BGD is the most simplistic version
of the gradient descent algorithm. It di�ers from the SGD in the amount
of data it processes at a time. The BGD takes in the entire data into the
memory to perform the parameter update. Therefore the cost function it
minimizes is given as:

◊ = ◊ ≠ ÷ · Ò◊J(◊) (2.32)

Using this variant can be problematic for large datasets as it puts a constraint
on the memory requirements. This variant can also be very sluggish and
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requires all data to be present at a time; this implies it cannot be used in an
online mode.

• MBGD - The mini-batch gradient descent or the MBGD is a culmination
of both the above mentioned variants. Instead of treating one example at a
time it takes a batch of size n to perform the gradient and update operations.
It takes the form given by the equation:

◊ = ◊ ≠ ÷ · Ò◊J(◊; X(i:i+n), y(i:i+n)) (2.33)

There are two main advantages of the approach - it leads to better and
more stable convergence by reducing the variance in parameter updates; it
can be tweaked for better matrix optimizations that are common to other
optimization algorithms.

• SGD with Momentum - Momentum based SGD is an improvement to the
simplistic SGD by introducing a “momentum” term “.

‹t = “‹t≠1 ≠ ÷ · Ò◊J(◊) (2.34)

◊ = ◊ ≠ ‹t (2.35)

The value of “ is usually set to 0.9 or somewhat near. The parameter updates
are accelerated in the direction opposite to the gradient, while for others, the
acceleration is lessened.

• NAG - Nesterov Accelerated Gradient (NAG) [129], when combined with
gradient descent, enables the base algorithm to have a notion of accelerating
the updates as the case may be. For example, the momentum term “‹t≠1

is used to update the parameters; the next step is usually to calculate the
velocity term ‹, which can be used as the argument to the cost function J

as shown in the equation below. This gives a better approximation of the
optimal point. ◊ ≠ “‹t≠1 to approximate the next optimal location.

‹t = “‹t≠1 ≠ ÷ · Ò◊J(◊ ≠ “‹t≠1) (2.36)

◊ = ◊ ≠ ‹t (2.37)

The formulation helps anticipate the update and prevents going too fast or
too slow. This has been highly beneficial for training the RNNs.

• ADAGRAD - One scope of improvement with the NAG optimization is
that it can be done on a parameter-wise basis. The ADAGRAD [130] or
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the Adaptive Gradient algorithm has been designed for the same purpose. It
adapts the updates for each parameter separately. The result is that we have
larger updates for less frequent changes in the parameters and smaller up-
dates for parameters with large changes. The following equations summarise
the ADAGRAD steps:

gt,i = Ò◊J(◊t,i) (2.38)

◊t+1,i = ◊t,i ≠ ‹ · gt,i (2.39)

◊t+1,i = ◊t,i ≠ ÷
Ò

Gt,ii + ‘
· gt,i (2.40)

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ ÷Ô
Gt + ‘

§ gt (2.41)

One of the advantages of using ADAGRAD is that it relieves the user from
manually tweaking the learning rates. At the same time, one disadvantage
of using this variant is the addition of the positive term in the denominator.
This term keeps increasing during training which makes the fraction infinites-
imally small after some time. After this stage, the algorithm becomes less
e�ective.

• ADADELTA - The ADADELTA [131] variant overcomes the shortcomings
of the ADAGRAD algorithm by reducing the e�ect of monotonically de-
creasing learning rate. This is done by restricting the accumulation of past
squared gradients to some fixed value, w. The algorithm maintains a running
average of E[g2]t at timestep t that just depends on the previous average and
the current gradient.

E[g2]t = “E[g2]t≠1 + (1 ≠ “)g2
t (2.42)

Enumerating all the steps once again gives us the following equations.

�◊t = ÷ · gt,i (2.43)

�◊t+1 = ◊t + �◊t (2.44)

�◊t = ≠ ÷Ô
Gt + ‘

§ gt (2.45)

�◊t = ≠ ÷
Ò

E[g2]t + ‘
gt (2.46)

�◊t = ≠ ÷

RMS[g]t
gt (2.47)
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In order to match the units from the last update, an exponentially decaying
average of squared parameter updates is defined:

E[�◊2]t = “E[�◊2]t≠1 + (1 ≠ “)�◊2
t (2.48)

RMS[�◊]t =
Ò

E[�◊2]t + ‘ (2.49)

The final update rule is given as:

�◊t = ≠RMS[�◊]t≠1
RMS[g]t

gt (2.50)

◊t+1 = ◊t + �◊t (2.51)

With the development of the ADADELTA update rule, the need to set the
default learning rate could be avoided.

• RMSPROP - The RMSPROP is an adaptive learning method that seeks
to eradicate ADAGRAD’s decreasing learning rates issues. The equations
for this are given as:

E[g2]t = 0.9E[g2]t≠1 + 0.1g2
t (2.52)

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ ÷
Ò

E[g2]t + ‘
gt (2.53)

Ideal values for the “, ÷ have been proposed as 0.9 and 0.001 respectively.

• ADAM - The Adaptive Moment Estimation or ADAM [132] that also per-
forms parameter-wise update. It keeps a record of both the past squared
gradients vt like the ADADELTA and RMSPROP and past gradients mt like
the Momentum algorithm. The equations can be given as follows:

mt = —1mt≠1 + (1 ≠ —1)gt (2.54)

vt = —2vt≠1 + (1 ≠ —2)g2
t (2.55)

In these equations the mt, vt are the first and second moment estimates of the
gradients. The two vectors are initialized with zeros and are always biased
towards it. This also happens when the decay rates are small. In order to
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overcome the issues they introduce the bias correction terms as:

m̂t = mt

1 ≠ —t
1

(2.56)

v̂t = vt

1 ≠ —t
2

(2.57)

The above two equations are then used to update the parameters as given
below:

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ ÷Ô
v̂t + ‘

m̂t (2.58)

The suggested value for —1, —2, ‘ are 0.9, 0.999, 1e ≠ 8, respectively.

• NADAM - The Nesterov Accelerated Adaptive Moment Estimation [133]
combines the ADAM and NAG’s qualities. We already know that RM-
SPROP calculates the exponentially decaying average of the past squared
gradients ‹t and Momentum calculates the exponentially decaying average
of past gradients mt. As seen earlier, the momentum update rule is given
by:

gt = Ò◊tJ(◊t) (2.59)

mt = “mt≠1 + ÷gt (2.60)

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ mt (2.61)

Expanding the third equation gives us

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ (“mt≠1 + ÷gt) (2.62)

This shows that momentum allows taking a step in the direction of the
previous momentum vector and a step in the current gradient’s direction.
The NAG enables a better step prior to gradient calculation. We can see
that only gt needs to be modified to arrive at NAG.

gt = Ò◊tJ(◊t ≠ “mt≠1) (2.63)

mt = “mt≠1 + ÷gt (2.64)

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ mt (2.65)
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Dozat suggested a one time update to the NAG’s update equation as follows:

gt = Ò◊tJ(◊t) (2.66)

mt = “mt≠1 + ÷gt (2.67)

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ (“mt + ÷gt) (2.68)

Now, in order to get the Nesterov momentum to ADAM we can replace the
previous momentum vector with the current one. Recalling ADAM update
rule:

mt = —1mt≠1 + (1 ≠ —1)gt (2.69)

m̂t = mt

1 ≠ —t
1

(2.70)

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ ÷Ô
v̂ + ‘

m̂t (2.71)

Expanding the second equation with m̂t and mt gives the following:

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ ÷Ô
v̂ + ‘

A
—1mt≠1
1 ≠ —t

1
+ (1 ≠ —1)gt

1 ≠ —t
1

B

(2.72)

We note that —1mt≠1
1≠—t

1
is the bias corrected estimate of the momentum vector

of the last time step and can be substituted by ˆmt≠1:

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ ÷Ô
v̂ + ‘

A

—1m̂t≠1 + (1 ≠ —1)gt

1 ≠ —t
1

B

(2.73)

The Nesterov momentum can now be added by substituting the bias cor-
rected estimate of the momentum vector of the previous timestep m̂t≠1 with
the bias corrected estimate of the current momentum vector m̂t giving us
the final update equation as:

◊t+1 = ◊t ≠ ÷Ô
v̂t + ‘

A

—1m̂t + (1 ≠ —1)gt

1 ≠ —t
1

B

(2.74)

2.3.2 Statistical Inference

2.3.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

The maximum likelihood estimation or MLE provides a simple statistical tool to
estimate the parameters of given statistical model. To find these estimates we
need a likelihood function of the given model. The likelihood function can be
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thought of as a simultaneous density function which when used in the MLE, the
observations are held fixed and the parameters are set to vary. The main idea
behind its mechanism is to search for the most likely values of the parameters
that would generate the given data/observations. Therefore, this problem can
be defined as an optimisation problem where the values of the parameters are
optimised to match the observations. Or, in simpler words we need to maximize
the likelihood function with respect to the parameters. If the probability density
function is given by f(x|◊) where ◊ denotes the parameter vector of length q and
x is a set of random samples produced from this density function, then the joint
probability of x can be given as

f(x1, x2, . . . , xn|◊) = f(x1|◊) · f(x2|◊) · · · · · f(xn|◊) =
nŸ

t=1
f(xt|◊) (2.75)

Each sample xt is assumed to be independent and identically distributed (IID).
Now, the likelihood function is the same probability density function with x re-
maining fixed the ◊ is allowed to change. It is given as

L(◊|x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
nŸ

t=1
f(xt|◊) (2.76)

For many practical purposes and numerical computation it is necessary to work
with the logarithms of the likelihood function. Other reason being the product
gets converted to a sum and the computation of derivatives becomes easy. The
log-likelihood is gives as

LL(◊|x1, x2, . . . , xn) = log
A

nŸ

t=1
L(◊|xt)

B

=
nÿ

t=1
log L(◊|xt) (2.77)

The computation of MLE is done by finding the ◊ that maximizes the value of
LL(◊|x) function. This is done by taking the derivatives of the function w.r.t. the
parameters, as given here and setting it zero. The resulting system of equations
can be solved numerically to get the most optimal values of the parameters.

ˆLL(◊|x)
ˆ◊j

= 0, j = 1, . . . q (2.78)

Some of the important properties of the MLE can be stated as follows:

• When the number of observations is high the MLE approaches the true
parameter value

• When using the Gaussian Distribution to define the probability density func-
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tion of a multi-parameter system the covariance matrix is proportional to the
inverse of the Fisher information matrix.

• The MLE of any function of ◊, ·(◊) = ·(◊MLE) if the MLE of ◊ is ◊MLE.
This is also called the invariance property.

• The probability density functions must be known prior to estimation

2.3.2.2 Maximum a posteriori Estimation

Suppose x œ Rn be the data generated by an unknown process. Let y be a
partially observed signal related to x such that the likelihood function is given
as p(y|x). Also, let us assume that the problem of reconstructing x from y is
ill-posed. This leads to high uncertainties in the estimation of x. The Bayesian
way of dealing with this problem involves the use of prior or expert knowledge
about the distribution of x. In particular, x is treated as a random vector having
a prior distribution p(x) that can be combined with the observed data, i.e. p(y|x)
using the Bayes’ theorem. The posterior distribution is given as the following:

p(x|y) = p(y|x)p(x)
s

Rn p(y|x)p(x)dx
(2.79)

When x is a high dimensional quantity, inference becomes impossible and as a
result we just use the point estimates that capture some of the information about
x. Thus, the MAP estimator of x is given by

x̂MAP = arg max
xœRn

p(x|y) (2.80)

The integrable term in the denominator of the Eq. 2.79 is generally done using
Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques. The choice of sampler becomes crucial for
high dimensional inference. The modern samplers that are good with this task are
the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) and the No-U-Turn Sampler or NUTS [134].

2.4 Summary
In this chapter, various algorithms that are used to develop the models in chapters
3 and 4 were studied. The seq2seq model shown in section 2.1.3.2 was previously
considered for the development of the Reduced order Model in chapter 4, but it
did not show an improvement in the multistep prediction tests and hence could not
be used further. The various gradient descent optimization algorithms were each
tested for optimizing the developed deep networks in the forthcoming chapters
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3 and 4. Among all, the ADAM optimizer (2.3.1) was considered for the final
implementation. Autoencoders were previously considered to learn more relevant
features in reduced space of the states in order to enhance the multistep prediction
algorithm in chapter 4, but the implementations were not successful. For the
dimensionality reduction part in chapter 4, the ICA (2.2.3), the sparse encoding
(2.2.2) and POD (2.2.1) were tried. Out of all the three, the POD scheme turned
out to be more robust than the others and was used in the final implementation.



Chapter 3

Application-I: A Data-Driven
Approach to Porosity
Segmentation for Carbonates

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we develop a way of analysing complex pore networks in carbonate
rock samples using a simulation-based study. Understanding the variation of pres-
sure wave velocities with the shape and size of the pores is a nontrivial problem
[135]. The problem arises because of the way the pore networks are developed with
time. Geological processes play a key role in defining the petrophysical content
and heterogeneity of the rocks. Some of them are attributed to deposition and dia-
genetic processes that largely control the rock texture viz, grain size, arrangement
and uniformity, the clay content and the proportion of minerals. All of these a�ect
the shape and size of the pore networks in a rock. Di�erent materials combine to
generate a pore structure that is unique from others of its kind. The shapes, in
turn, enable the fluid to take the shape of the pore, which in turn a�ects the wave
phenomena such as reflection, refraction and scattering [135; 136]. Although the
current chapter focuses on wave properties in carbonate rock samples, the phe-
nomena are quite general in other allied studies as well.
There have been a few investigations in this regard. Here we list a few works
involving studies of wave properties and pores in the context of reservoirs. The
authors in [137] found that porosity and clay content were the most important
factors a�ecting the wave velocity in sandstones. In [138], they found that there
exists a relation between the porosity and collectively the mineralogy, grain sort-
ing and angularity. The authors in [139] introduced porosity and frame flexibility
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factors to quantify the e�ects on elastic wave propagation. In [140] it was stated
that the fluid’s presence could help dissipate the travelling wave’s energy along the
contact plane between the fluid and solid. In [141] the authors modelled the energy
partitions in the refracted and reflected parts of the wave for a poroelastic seabed
model. Elastic wave velocities were investigated under di�erent saturated condi-
tions in [142] where they found that thin pores a�ected the elastic moduli more
than rounded pores, and the presence of fluid tended to a�ect the compressional
velocity more than the shear velocity. In [143] the authors asserted the use of pore
geometry factor prior to calculation of elastic moduli of the rock in the e�ective
medium modelling approaches like the di�erential e�ective medium models. The
e�ect of pore size and shape on acoustic velocities was summarised for travertines
in [144]; it was found that the petrophysical properties such as porosity, perme-
ability and acoustic velocity are related to seismic reflection data. The authors
in [145] had studied the e�ect of pore fluids and connectivity on reflected wave
amplitudes. It was suggested in [146] that the microstructural properties of the
carbonate reservoir could be predicted by the seismic quality factor.
In the current work, we base our study on acoustic simulation data. Simulation
of the acoustic wave instead of elastic waves is justified given that we are mostly
interested in the variation of P-wave properties here. Additionally, it was rec-
ommended in [147; 148] that the simulation of elastic waves is computationally
intensive and can be substituted by its acoustic counterpart when feasible. It is
also reasonable to study only the P-waves when the observed data mainly consists
of primary wave data as in [149]. In this chapter, we describe the development
of a simulation-based study to evaluate the e�ects of pore geometry on acoustic
wavefields. We believe that it is important to build a relation between the pore
network structure and the acoustic response of the pore structure model.

3.2 Extraction of Pore Network Models
The first-hand data for studying the pore networks can be obtained using 4D-
XRM equipment. The raw 3D volumetric images can be processed to study the
di�erent geometrical aspects of the pores. The maximum and minimum resolution
at which the rock samples were scanned was 40µm and 10µm. The cylindrical
samples were cored from D1-field of the Bombay o�shore basin and consisted of
carbonates. Figure 3.1 shows the flowchart for processing the raw images. The
current work proposes a deep learning based method for porosity segmentation. In
order to generate the training data for supervised learning, the extraction must be
as accurate as possible to the real pore network. Every step in the given flowchart
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Figure 3.1: Segmentation flowchart: 1) Load the raw grayscale image; 2) Perform
contrast equalization on the grayscale image; 3) Apply median filtering on the con-
trast equalized image; 4) Perform a window-based Sauvola threshold operation to
obtain a binary image; 5) Treat the binary image as foreground (labelpore = 1) and
background (labelmatrix = 0); Compute the distance map of the binary and extract
the skeleton of the network; 6) Realize a pore structure model; 7) Extract distance
map values along the skeleton paths; 8) Perform k-means clustering on the extracted
distance values to generate n labels with the cross-sectional area as feature; 9) Per-
form watershed/flooding transform to propagate the labels in the foreground; 10)
Realize a segmented pore network model

is important to realise a good segmented image. Although there always exists some
level of subjectivity in processing the images, we often make qualitative judgements
about the parameter values at each step, which is mostly su�cient to proceed with
the extraction.

3.2.1 Extraction of Pore Networks

3.2.1.1 Volumetric Raw Image Preprocessing

As can be seen in Fig. 3.2 each of the rock samples appear di�erent from the
other. Table 3.1 shows simple statistics describing the grayscale values of the
samples. The variation can often be attributed to the generation of di�erent
ranges of grayscale levels during the imaging process. This marks just one of
the few issues encountered in processing 3D rock images. The entire process of
volumetric image processing, as shown in Fig. 3.1 can be grouped into three parts.
We closely follow the steps taken in [150] and name the steps as – preprocessing,
pre-segmentation and segmentation. For simplicity’s sake, we work with 3D cubes
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

g) h)

i) j)

Figure 3.2: From a) to j): Raw grayscale rock samples numbered 1 to 10 have
been scanned using 4D-XRM equipment. Each sample is of an individual physical
dimension. The colour variation and the contrast can be easily identified and com-
pared with each other
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Table 3.1: Exploratory statistics of voxel data of rock core samples

Sample No. Length (cm) Diameter (cm) Upper Lower Mean Std.
1 3.02 2.52 255 0 69.87 52.48
4 2.51 2.52 221 0 52.43 32.16
5 2.51 2.52 237 0 68.04 40.82
9 3.74 2.52 255 0 39.10 60.84
12 3.74 2.52 224 0 66.50 39.49
13 5.06 3.80 255 0 75.94 46.84
18 6.29 2.53 255 0 80.56 55.40
21 5.06 3.80 221 0 20.52 14.13
104 5.03 3.80 255 0 105.92 72.37
105 4.92 3.80 240 0 22.06 36.21

a) b)

Figure 3.3: a) Raw grayscale sample before contrast equalization; b) Grayscale
variation after contrast equalization; The color variation and the contrast can be
easily identified and compared with each other in the colorbars

a) b)

Figure 3.4: a) Kernel density estimate of raw grayscale values; b) Kernel density
estimate after contrast equalization; The width at the bottom clearly justifies the
clarity of features seen in Fig. 3.3.
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extracted from full cylindrical core samples. This greatly eases operations such as
slicing and matrix calculations.
Loading the images into the computer marks the beginning of the preprocessing
step. The raw grayscale images often su�er from poor dynamic range. Contrast
equalisation is a possible remedy in such situations. In order to have a rough
estimate of the pixel value ranges, a kernel density estimation was performed on
the samples prior to and after post-contrast equalisation steps. The di�erence
can be seen in Fig. 3.3a) and b). Next, in order to obtain a good segmentation
result, it is highly recommended to remove all types of noise in these images. This
noise arises due to improper handling of instruments and/or improper selection of
input parameters. Their removal is essential as it can mask the small pore features
present in the images. As described in [151], an image can be decomposed into
two parts – the pure pixels part and the noise.

I [x, y, z] = J [x, y, z] + ÷[x, y, z] (3.1)

where x, y, z represent the coordinates of the pixel, J represents the original noise-
free image and I, the corrupted version of the image. The most common type
of noise found in 3D volumetric data is of the impulse type or the gamma type.
Following [19] these can be defined using probability density functions as in:

Impulse(x) = f(x) =

Y
_]

_[

a exp(≠ax), x Ø 0

0, x < 0
(3.2)

Gamma(x) = f(x) =

Y
_]

_[

abxb≠1

(b≠1)! exp(≠ax), x Ø 0

0, x < 0
(3.3)

There exist multiple ways of removing such noises from the images as suggested
in [152; 153; 154; 155; 156]. Notably, a simple yet e�ective technique to remove
impulse and gamma noises is the application of median filter [157; 158].
As shown in the flowchart we also perform a contrast equalization as a prepro-
cessing step prior to the application of the median filter as in [159]. A structuring
element of size 3 ◊ 3 ◊ 3 was used for the median filter. The application of the
median filter marks the execution of the preprocessing step. The result of the
application of the median filter is shown in Fig. 3.7. Once the images pass the
median filter stage they are subjected to the pre-segmentation stage marked by
the application of the Sauvola [160] thresholding algorithm.
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Figure 3.5: A 2D illustration of sample output images after performing operations
shown in Fig. 3.1.

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3.6: A 2D illustration of segmenting poretypes based on relative cross-
sectional areas using k-means clutering operation: a) Binary image (white represents
the porous region); b) Distance map of the porous region with skeleton marked by
brown color; c) Marker generation based on k-means clustering algorithm - same
color dots represent regions of similar cross-sectional areas; d) Final segmented image
- regions of same color denote similar cross-sectional areas

Figure 3.7: A median filtered image
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Figure 3.8: A Sauvola thresholded image

Figure 3.9: Distance map of the binary image

Figure 3.10: Skeleton of the binary image
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Figure 3.11: Porosity segmented image

Table 3.2: Calibrated Porosity

Sample Porosity observed Porosity computed
1 12.0 11.81
4 8.5 8.26
5 11.2 10.70
9 23.3 23.10
12 13.6 13.25
13 11.4 10.89
18 7.70 6.85
21 16.1 15.96
104 14.0 13.72
105 24.5 24.44

3.2.1.2 Sauvola Binarization Algorithm

The conventional method of binarising an image uses the global thresholding tech-
nique. This procedure helps reduce the complexity of the image and gain informa-
tion about the interesting regions. In the context of porosity extraction, the proce-
dure assigns a pixel as a background if its grey value is smaller than the threshold
value, and if its value lies above, it gets assigned as a foreground. The literature
cites three main methods of thresholding – global, local and adaptive. The global
method uses a single threshold value for partitioning. The Otsu technique is based
on discriminant analysis and is one of the most used global thresholding methods.
It determines a threshold by maximising the interclass variance [161; 162]. On the
other hand, the local method uses several threshold values for smaller sub-images.
The adaptive method di�ers from both in the way it computes a threshold for each
pixel in the image. Continuous e�orts have been put into optimising this proce-
dure, but it still remains a challenge. Local and adaptive methods use windows or
sub-images for calculating a local threshold value for each [163]. Determination of
this window size is the most important step in these techniques. The assumption
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Table 3.3: Sauvola Binarization Parameters

Sample Window size (k) Weight (w)
1 37 0.2
4 31 0.4
5 31 0.4
9 41 0.4
12 27 0.4
13 31 0.3
18 35 0.3
21 41 0.3
104 33 0.3
105 31 0.3

of regular distribution of intensity values leads to non-optimal binarisation as in
[162] technique. Two of the important adaptive techniques are described next.

Niblack Binarization: This method heuristically chooses a threshold value
for a given window. The method relies on the pixel values of the neighbourhood.
The Niblack formula [164] determines a threshold by adding a weighted local stan-
dard deviation to the local mean of the window. The problem of window size
determination is inherent in this technique as well. The formula for threshold is
given by

T (x, y, z) = m(x, y, z) + k ◊ s(x, y, z) (3.4)

where T is the threshold, m is the mean, s is a standard deviation of the pixels in
the current window, and k is the weight for each pixel at x, y, z.

Sauvola Binarization: The Sauvola binarization [160] method uses the method
of integral images for binarization [160; 162]. Originally developed for documents,
the method has proven to be equally good for other binarisation tasks. It owes an
improvement over the Niblack technique. The technique readily handles bad illu-
mination and irregular distribution of pixel intensities. The threshold is calculated
using the following equation:

T (x, y, z) = m(x, y, z) ◊
C

1 + k ·
A

s(x, y, z)
R

≠ 1
BD

(3.5)

Where T is the threshold, R is the dynamic range of gray level of the pixels, m is
the mean and s is a standard deviation of the pixels in the current window. The
application of the Sauvola binarization step marks the end of the pre-segmentation
stage. The result of the Sauvola binarization can be seen in Fig. 3.8. The labora-
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tory obtained porosity (Table 3.2) was used as a guide to decide on the values of
the Sauvola binarization parameters shown in Table 3.3.

3.2.2 Pore Segmentation

The steps of segmentation are schematically shown in Fig. 3.6. Once the images
pass the Sauvola binarisation stage, they are subjected to a distance transform
filter [165]. The prerequisite to the application of this filter is the division of the
input image into foreground and background, where the foreground represents the
pore network, and the background is the rock matrix. The distance transform filter
computes the distance of every pixel in the foreground to the nearest background
pixel. This way, the distance map stores the values of the area of the cross-section
along the length of the pore path. Among the many distance calculation functions,
the most popular ones are the following:

chessboard(p, q) = max(|p1 ≠ q1|, |p2 ≠ q2|) (3.6)

cityblock(p, q) = |p1 ≠ q1| + |p2 ≠ q2| (3.7)

euclidean(p, q) =
Ò

(p1 ≠ q1)2 + (p2 ≠ q2)2 (3.8)

where, (p1, q1), (p2, q2) are the pixel values at two given points. The result of the
application of this step is the creation of a maxima inside every catchment basin
[166] in the foreground. The result of the distance transform can be seen in Fig.
3.9.
Once the distance map is computed, the images are subjected to skeletonisation
[167]. The purpose of extracting the skeleton is to extract values of the distance
map along the skeleton paths, as shown in Fig. 3.10. The extracted distance
values are then stacked and flattened into a 1D vector. This 1D vector is then
used by the k-means algorithm [168] to cluster the values into three groups. This
grouping divides the foreground/pore part into three groups according to the cross-
sectional widths of the pores by assigning unique labels to each group. This way,
the labels of the pores are stored as a function of the cross-sectional widths of the
pore paths giving us a labelled image where each label signifies the width of the
“local” pore. These labels are then propagated to other parts of the foreground
using the watershed algorithm [169]. A sample of the segmented image is shown in
Fig. 3.11. After segmentation, the extracted pore networks are used to define the
computational domains for acoustic wave simulations, as described in the following
sections.
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3.3 Acoustic Wave Analysis

3.3.1 The Acoustic Wave Model

In order to solve the acoustic wave equation, the pseudospectral time-domain
method has been proven to be superior to the conventional finite di�erence time
domain methods [170; 171]. We begin by stating the governing equations.

3.3.1.1 Governing Equations

The momentum and mass conservation equations can be written as the following:

fl0
ˆu

ˆt
+ Òp = fl

ˆu

ˆt
≠ 1

2fl0Ò(u2) (3.9)
ˆfl

ˆt
+ Ò · (fl0u) = ≠Ò · (flu) (3.10)

where p, fl, u are the acoustic pressure, density and particle’s velocity. fl0 is the
ambient acoustic density. Solving equations 3.9 using standard finite di�erence
techniques can be di�cult. The use of spectral methods provides a superior al-
ternative to this. In general, it is su�cient to assume the heterogeneity e�ects on
the wave field to be of second order, implying any higher order terms would be
discarded. The work by [172] suggested the second order terms be re-written for
Eq. 3.9 in terms of acoustic Lagrangian density. The new equation then takes the
form:

fl0
ˆu

ˆt
+ Òp = ≠ÒL (3.11)

ˆfl

ˆt
+ Ò · (fl0u) = 1

c2
0

ˆL

ˆt
+ 1

c2
0

ˆL

ˆt
+ 1

fl0c4
0

ˆp2

ˆt
(3.12)

L = 1
2fl0u

2 ≠ p2

2fl0c2
0

(3.13)

where, L is the second order Lagrangian density.
In the case when only cumulative nonlinear e�ects are required to be modelled

the Lagrangian density can be set to zero. We then have the following pair of
equations to solve:

ˆu

ˆt
+ 1

fl0
Òp = 0 (3.14)

ˆfl

ˆt
+ Ò · (fl0u) = 1

fl0c4
0

ˆp2

ˆt
(3.15)

Solving Eq. 3.14 using the spectral method involves re-writing the nonlinear con-
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Table 3.4: Material Assignment

Material type Velocity (m/s) Density (kg/m3)
Rock Matrix 5200 2700
Fluid Medium 1500 1000

Table 3.5: Qualitative description of the pore networks

Type Description
Case #1 Pores proximal to one of the surface
Case #2 Scattered and Branched Pore Network
Case #3 Dominating Crack Pore around the middle
Case #4 Matrix dominated

vective term in the mass conservation term as a spatial gradient. The reason for
this is that the spectral gradients can be calculated using spectral methods, while
the computation of temporal gradients requires standard finite di�erence equa-
tions. The complete set of coupled partial di�erential equations can be obtained
in the form of 3.11 after a number of substitutions from 3.9, as:

ˆu

ˆt
= ≠ 1

fl0
Òp (3.16)

ˆfl

ˆt
= ≠(2fl + fl0)Ò · u ≠ u · Òfl0 (3.17)

p = c2
0

A

fl + d · Òfl0 + B

2A

fl2

fl0
≠ lfl

B

(3.18)

The loss term l is given by the following fractional Laplacian as:

l = ·
ˆ

ˆt
(Ò2)y/2≠1 + ÷(≠Ò2)(y+1)/2≠1 (3.19)

where ·, ÷ are the absorption and dispersion coe�cients. The power law attenua-
tion for acoustic waves has been found suitable for rocks [173; 174]. For a detailed
description of the above-mentioned equations, the reader is referred to the excellent
article by [171; 175; 176] and a review by [177].

3.3.2 Description of the Simulation

The simulation of acoustic wave propagation is computationally expensive and
demands high-end computing clusters for large meshes. In the current study, we
work with small sub-cubes derived from large cubes. The dimensions of the large
cubes were 256 ◊ 256 ◊ 256 voxels in respective axes. We extract an overcomplete
set of 400 smaller cubes of dimensions 64◊64◊64 for the purpose of this study. The
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 3.12: a) An instance of the pore network as seen from XY , Y Z and ZX
planes after extracting the middle slice in the perpendicular axis to the plane; b) to
e) Progress of wave fields with increasing time, t(µs) = 0.53, 0.90, 1.26, 1.63
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B1(0,0,0)

B2(0,0,10)

B3(0,10,0)

B4(0,10,10)

B5(10,0,0)

B6(10,0,10)

B7(10,10,0)

B8(10,10,10)

Figure 3.13: Probe locations on the cube

64 voxels equal 10mm in each direction. The centre of the cube has the coordinate
(5mm, 5mm, 5mm). The source of the pulse is located at the centre of each of
the simulations with a source frequency equals to 30kHz. This frequency was
chosen to be near the frequency of practical sensors used in well-logging equipment.
Although one would ideally set up the simulation befitting an actual well-logging
scenario and use the bulk velocity response of the formation to train the neural
network so that compressed sensing of the causative pore structure can be realized,
instead we have taken a preliminary step towards such advanced application by
considering the full acoustic volume information from each simulation. The reason
for this is twofold – first, the compressed sensing technique would require the
use of generative adversarial frameworks and high end hardware and two, the
simulation of an ideal scenario would require a detailed case study. The amplitude
of the source pulse is taken to be 10.50Pa. Each simulation was designed to run
for 1281 timesteps or 11.53µs. For post-processing, every voxel in the cube is
monitored during the simulation. Absorbing boundary conditions are applied at
the six boundaries of each cube, where the widths of the absorbing layer were taken
to be 20 voxels. Therefore, in total, the computational domain has the dimension
of 84 ◊ 84 ◊ 84 voxels. The simulation generated acoustic volumes were of size
64◊64◊64. For simplicity’s sake, the acoustic volumes corresponding to timestep,
tstep = 1165 or t = 10.49µs were used during training. The reason for taking a
higher timestep is that by this time, the wave would have encountered multiple
reflections and refraction and would carry more information about the causative
pore configurations. We also put eight probes B1, . . . , B8 at the corners of each
cube, as shown in Fig. 3.13. This is done to analyse the received signals.
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3.3.3 E�ect of Pore Shapes on travelling Wavefields

A sample propagation of the acoustic wave is shown in Fig. 3.12. The first, second
and third columns show the progression of the wave in three central planes of
the cube. The first row shows the plane of the pore network. The subsequent
rows show how the acoustic wave undergoes reflection and refraction along the
propagation path. The slices are shown for specific timesteps as depicted in the
figure caption. In every simulation, the material property was specified using
velocity and density as given in Table 3.4. The values were chosen after evaluating
a number of numerical experiments. We have presented here one among those
cases. The mineralogy represented by such values can be indicative of calcite
dominated carbonate rock sample with cementation e�ects and low porosity.
In order to have an idea about the change in wave field due to the pore network, we
demonstrate 4 cases, each with di�erent geometry. An acoustic wave simulation
was run on each of the 400 cubes, with the source of the pulse being located at the
centre x = 5mm, y = 5mm, z = 5mm. We list the four types as Case #1, 2, 3 and
4. The description of the types is given in Table 3.5. We disregard the material
type at the location of the source, i.e. the pulse could originate either at the rock
matrix medium or the fluid medium. Part of the reason for this is to generate a
dataset with as much variation as possible because, in general, higher variation
ensures better generalisation.
A complex pore network scattered across the cube’s volume will present more
low-velocity regions for the acoustic wave to travel. This will result into complex
interference patterns and can be observed on the cube surface. This justifies the use
of a statistical metric, the standard deviation for being indicative of the complexity
of the pore network. Later, in the coming sections, we show the standard deviation
values for each case in the form of graphs. Although every simulation was run for
1281 timesteps, we just show one timestep for each case here to prevent clutter.
But, we do show the complete signals received at the 8 probing points B1 . . . B8
for all four cases. The probe locations are shown in Fig. 3.13. We report the
signals received at these locations for all 1281 timesteps.

3.3.3.1 Case #1

In the first case we consider pore network as shown in Fig. 3.14a). Shown towards
the left is the part of the pore network on which the acoustic simulation was run.
Towards the right is the wave field obtained at time t = 2.88µs. The pressure
amplitudes received at the probing points are shown in Fig. 3.14b). The upper
and lower values are around 0.6Pa and ≠0.2Pa. The coherent part of the wave
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a)

b)

Figure 3.14: Case #1: a) Part of the pore network due to sub-cube #350 of sample
#105; Pressure wave field at t = 2.88µs exhibited by the sub-cube; b) Waveform of
signals received at 8 corner probing points B1 . . . B8 of the sub-cube
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appears to be small compared to the broader coda part. The higher magnitude is
received by probe B2.

3.3.3.2 Case #2

In the second case, the pore network is more scattered within the cube, as shown in
Fig. 3.15a). The corresponding wave field at time t = 2.88µs is shown towards the
right. At the bottom of Fig. 3.15b) we show the signal pattern due to the network.
The waveforms appear to have a constant range of magnitudes, with B1, B5 being
an exception. This can be seen at timestep t = 5µs to t = 7µs. The high and low
magnitudes are around 0.8Pa and ≠0.06Pa. These are small compared to case #1.
This can be attributed to more scattered pores occupying more volume. Larger
volumes of low-velocity regions dissipate the wave energy more. Moreover, the
coherent part of the received signals cannot be clearly demarcated and are rather
unclear w.r.t. their boundaries. Even the coda part merges with the coherent part
with the same levels of disorder.

3.3.3.3 Case #3

In the third case, we consider a pore network as shown in Fig. 3.16a). The network
exhibits a crack type void around the centre of the cube in the ZX plane. The
corresponding wave field at time t = 2.88µs is shown towards the right of the
figure. The highest magnitude of 1.5Pa is recorded by the probe B8. Perhaps,
the probable reason for this was the occurrence of more constructive interference
of the reflections from di�erent parts of the pore network. The coherent part of
the waveforms can be clearly seen in all the probes. Probes B4, B8 distinguish
themselves from others w.r.t. amplitudes and oscillations.

3.3.3.4 Case #4

In the fourth case, we consider a pore network as shown in Fig. 3.17a). The
network is unique in the sense that most part of it is empty, signifying the wave
has more high-velocity regions to travel due to the rock matrix. The corresponding
wave field at t = 2.88µs shows clear wavefronts on the surfaces. One can also see
the interference occurring at the side and top planes towards the bottom of Fig.
3.17b) we can see the signals received by the 8 probes. The high magnitude of
0.15Pa was recorded by B7 and seconded by B2. As can be seen in the top right
part of the figure, destructive interference dominates most of the wave interactions.
The colour bar indicates the situation accordingly. The high red values occupy less
space signifying more low values had to be accommodated to show the amplitudes.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.15: Case #2: a) Part of the pore network due to sub-cube #290 of sample
#13; Pressure wave field at t = 2.88µs exhibited by the sub-cube; b) Waveform of
signals received at 8 corner probing points B1 . . . B8 of the sub-cube
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a)

b)

Figure 3.16: Case #3: a) Part of the pore network due to sub-cube #16 of sample
#109; Pressure wave field at t = 2.88µs exhibited by the sub-cube; b) Waveform of
signals received at 8 corner probing points B1 . . . B8 of the sub-cube
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a)

b)

Figure 3.17: Case #4: a) Part of the pore network due to sub-cube #19 of sample
#5; Pressure wave field at t = 2.88µs exhibited due to the pore network in the
sub-cube; b) Waveform of signals received at 8 corner probing points B1 . . . B8 of
the sub-cube
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Figure 3.18: Standard deviation in the pressure amplitudes on the 6 surfaces of
sample #105 and pore network instant #350

The two high peaks of B7 clearly indicate two constructive interference. As the
patterns are quite clear on the surfaces of the cube, such clear interactions are
valid and are evident in the waveform plots.

3.3.4 Statistical measure of Signal Amplitudes

The wave fields experience multiple reflections and refraction due to the complex
pore networks in their travelling paths. As a result, we obtain complex waveforms
at the surface of the cube as well. We use standard deviation as a measure of
disorder on the surfaces. The values are obtained by computing the standard
deviation of received amplitudes at each timestep on each of the surfaces. We
show the deviation of the received amplitudes as a function of time in figures 3.18
though 3.21. It is quite evident from the plots that the pores help attenuate the
wave amplitudes. The highest deviation is shown in Fig. 3.20. This corresponds to
the third case study. The large dominant crack pore around the middle results in
more deviation of the un-dissipated amplitudes of the received signals. The lowest
deviation is reported by 3.19 with a peak deviation of 0.1. This corresponds to case
study 2, where we have scattered and branched pore networks. The distributed
nature of the pores helps attenuate the received amplitudes more in the other 3
cases. The peak deviation in signal amplitudes for case study 1 is reported to be
0.3, as shown in Fig. 3.18. And for case study 4, it was 0.14, as shown in Fig.
3.21.
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Figure 3.19: Standard deviation in the pressure amplitudes on the 6 surfaces of
sample #13 and pore network instant #290

Figure 3.20: Standard deviation in the pressure amplitudes on the 6 surfaces of
sample #109 and pore network instant #16
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Figure 3.21: Standard deviation in the pressure amplitudes on the 6 surfaces of
sample #5 and pore network instant #19

3.4 Segmentation and Localization of Pore Net-
works

In this section, we consider the task of predicting the pore structure models from
the acoustic volumes. Segmentation consists of dividing the image into several
disjoint parts according to some rules. The division may or may not pursue the
idea of the content of the image. On the other hand, semantic segmentation aims
to divide an image into smaller segments that are semantically meaningful, i.e.
the individual parts carry some meaning with the label they have been assigned
with [178]. It is to be noted that semantics is a specialised field of study in lin-
guistics that concerns meaning in language studies [179]. There have been quite a
number of groups working on semantic image segmentation problems. The works
we cite here do not intend to be exhaustive as there is continuous development
in the field. Also, for the sake of completeness, we describe some of the works
that were developed for 2D images first. CNNs and RNNs are the fundamental
building blocks underlying these semantic segmentation schemes for images. In
the following, we describe the type of neural network used and the salient features
of the architectures.
The task of scene labelling was taken up in [180], where Recurrent Neural Nets
were realised using di�erent instances of a convolutional neural networks. The
application was not so successful as it resulted in heavy computational loads when
there were multiple instances of training. In works by [181] the authors used fully
connected networks with skip connections to join the multiscale activations from
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the CNNs, in the final layer. DeepLab version 1 was devised by [81] that combined
convolutional nets with dilations and a fully connected conditional random field.
The fully connected nets in series led to costly computations and a reduction in
performance. For the purpose of medical image segmentation, an encoder-decoder
framework called the U-Net was suggested by [57] with skip connections connect-
ing the same hierarchical levels in both parts. Due to the avoidance of any fully
connected layers, the computations were economical. Similar to the U-Net, the
Segnet was suggested by [80]. The skip connections here were only used to trans-
mit the pooling indices. Another encoder-decoder framework was suggested by
[182] whose encoder part was derived from VGG-D-16L. The computations were
e�cient due to no fully connected layers. E�cient pixel-wise labelling was achieved
by [183] using a new CNN framework that could use dilated convolution to assem-
ble contextual information from multiple scales. Authors in [184] integrated the
conditional random field to the CNN to realise a deep learning system that would
benefit from the qualities of both; but due to the presence of the recurrent block,
the computations were limited. The integrative approach was also taken by [185]
where they used layers of pyramidal inputs to be combined with feature maps to
be finally received by the upsampling or concatenation blocks to form the final
feature map into a dense layer; they too had used the conditional random fields
with the CNN. A graph-structured solution was suggested by [186] for 2D still
images but turned out to be ine�cient due to the graph and LSTM processing
layers. A directed acyclic graph-structured solution was suggested by [187] that
was intended to process long range semantic dependencies between images. Due
to the consecutive processing of data, the architecture was not e�cient.
Chen’s [81] Deeplab was improved in its version 2 [188] with similar performance.
Zhao et al. [189] suggested PSPNet with a performance similar to Shelhamer’s [181]
but was relatively fast. Deeplab second version was improved in version 3 [190] by
removal of the dense layers. Luo et al. [191] suggested a dual network approach
where one network predicted the labels from the inputs from another network do-
ing the semantic segmentation part. The performance of the network was similar
to Chen’s Deeplab version 2. A masked recurrent-convolutional layer architec-
ture was provided by [192] with almost real-time segmentation performance. The
Global Convolutional Network (GCN) was suggested by [193] where they suggested
using large kernels to fuse together high and low-level features; they emphasised
on using them for the simultaneous task of classification and localisation. A U-
Net based solution was suggested by [194] that consisted of many deconvolutional
layers guaranteeing fine segmentation results. Attention-based networks called the
Discriminative Feature Network (DFN) were suggested by [195] where they em-
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ployed two networks to handle the global contextual information and the border
information. In works by [196], multiscale information was fused in a bidirectional
fashion using LSTM units; once the LSTM would train, the features were com-
bined hierarchically. A multiple LSTM based solution named Hierarchical Parsing
Net (HPN) was suggested by [197] where a contextual feature encoder was followed
by a convolutional layer with reduced e�ciency. The authors in [198] designed a
context encoding module where dense feature maps obtained from ResNet were
used by the fully connected layers to extract contextual information, and a con-
volutional layer was used as the final prediction layer, limiting the computational
e�ciency. The PSANet of [199] used a spatial attention map on points attached to
a pre-trained convolutional network; this served to relax the local neighbourhood
constraint of the CNNs; the design was limited in e�ciency due to the additional
attention framework.

The field of 3D image segmentation can be classified into three groups –

a) Semantic segmentation - These image segmentation techniques aim to di-
vide a given image into meaningful parts. There are di�erent ways the data
can be represented to perform semantic segmentation. The first one is the
point data. In these classes, the points in the point clouds are either pro-
cessed by graph convolution networks or point convolution networks or the
simplest multilayer perceptron networks. Some of the works are listed here.
The AGCN was developed by [200] that was realised using a point attention
layer for capturing local features. The PGCRNet was developed by [201]
that could model context dependencies among di�erent categories. A new
graph pooling convolution was incorporated in [202]. The DeepGCN was
developed by [203] and could adapt to residual connections between layers
of the network. The PointNet [204] was developed to consume unstructured
point cloud data directly for the purpose of classification and segmentation,
and parsing. The SPG [205] was developed to parse large scale scenes in a
graph of super points. The DGCN [206] used edge convolutions for feature
extraction. They also used a new update strategy for the graph.
The PointCNN [207] incorporated a novel point convolution layer in the de-
velopment. The FlexConv [208] used the novel flexible point convolution and
max-pooling without subsampling to work on large datasets. The KPConv
[209] also called the kernel point convolution, could work on direct repre-
sentation of point clouds. The PCNN [207] used the KDTree to process the
point clouds in a non-structured manner. The PWCNN [210] introduced a
new point-wise convolution operator. The DPC [211] introduced a dilated
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point convolution operator with a special emphasis on receptive field size
calculation. The RSNet [212] introduced a method to model local depen-
dencies in point clouds using a slice pooling, RNN and slice unpooling layer.
Inherent contextual features were exploited in 3P-RNN [213] making use of
pyramid pooling and a pair of RNNs to explore long-range dependencies.
The authors in [214] built on the Point Net [204] to incorporate the large
scale spatial context. Segmentation in unstructured point clouds was ad-
dressed in [215] by grouping within point clouds and introducing novel loss
functions.
Another subclass within the semantic segmentation category is due to depth
maps extracted from RGB images. The authors in [216] augmented the
RGB images with estimated depth information for increased accuracy in
segmentation. Similar approaches to augmentation in the pursuit of seg-
mentation accuracy have been reported. Fully connected nets were em-
ployed by [178; 216; 217; 218; 219; 220]. Variants of CNNs were used
in [221; 222; 223; 224; 225; 226; 227; 228; 229]. Encoder-decoder frame-
works were employed in [84; 230]. Graph networks were employed by [231].
LSTMs/RNNs were employed by [232; 233].
There also exist voxel-based semantic segmentation approaches wherein 3D
convolutional networks are used for pattern recognition. [234] used the 3D
CNN to avoid any hand-crafted features to label the points in a 3D cloud. It
was well adapted for large datasets. Authors in [235] maintained the global
consistency by combining the fully FCNNs, trilinear interpolation and con-
ditional random fields. A di�erent approach was adopted by [236] where
they used a variational autoencoder to encode the local geometry within
each voxel. Further, in order to handle sparse data, they used the radial
basis function to compute continuous local representations in each voxel.
The authors in [237] combined the convolutional nets with Deep Q-network
and RNN for e�cient parsing and localisation of data in point clouds. An-
other approach was suggested by [238] to process unorganised point cloud
data. The unorganised data was converted to organised representations to
make the processing more memory e�cient, which the authors claimed that
it made learning better features on benchmark datasets. In a work by [239],
the authors introduced a 3D data completion network realised using gen-
erative CNN. The network has been claimed to handle large datasets while
outputting semantic labels to much greater accuracy compared to other tech-
niques. The goal in [240] was to exploit the sparsity in input to represent
the data using a set of unbalanced octrees where each leaf node represented
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a pooled feature. The performance of the network was demonstrated using
the resolution on 3D tasks like object orientation/classification and labelling.
In [241], spatially sparse convolutional networks were developed for semantic
segmentation on point clouds.

b) Instance segmentation - The 3D instance segmentation techniques further
distinguish between di�erent instances within the same class. Instance seg-
mentation was realised using a Generative Shape Proposal Network on point
cloud data by making the network emphasise geometric understandings in
[242]. Authors in [243] performed instance segmentation on RGB depth
scans, which leveraged the geometric as well as colour information of the
scans to do the segmentation. The network designed in [244] consisted of
a backbone network followed by two parallel network branches to perform
bounding box regression and point mask prediction. The design has been
claimed to perform well on ScanNet and S2DIS datasets while still being
computationally e�cient. A network named SGPN was proposed in [245]
in which the technique involved a similarity matrix that would be indicative
of the similarity between each pair of points in the embedded feature space.
The design was tested on various 3D scenes of point clouds. The 3D-MPA
was designed in [214] for point clouds where a graph convolutional network
was used to learn high-level features by allowing every point in the cloud to
vote for its object centre. The proposal vector is comprised of a semantic
label, a set of associated points, an object score and aggregation features.
Their work avoided the non-maximum suppression and grouped all proposals
based on the learned aggregation features. The network was tested on Scan-
NetV2 and S3DIS datasets. The authors in [246] introduced a detection-free
and grouping-free technique, for instance, segmentation. They constructed
an instance grouping loss for the network training purpose.
Among the proposal-free methods, we list a few of them here. The authors
in [247] introduced a proposal free method based on sparse convolution and
point a�nity prediction, which indicated the likelihood of two points belong-
ing to the same instance. They included a clustering algorithm as well to
cluster the points in a voxel into instances based on the predicted a�nity
and topology of the mesh. The semantics was taken care of by the semantic
prediction part of the network. In [248], dense 3D voxel grid data were tar-
geted. Their focus was on shape recognition of individual object instances.
This was accomplished by learning an adequate feature embedding stage
followed by estimation of directional information of the instance’s centre of
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mass in each voxel. The author claimed to be able to demarcate clear bound-
aries. A Non-maximum suppression based strategy was suggested in [249]
where the design focussed on the void space between objects in the scene.
A two-branched network was designed to extract point features and predict
semantic labels. The network was tested on the ScanNet v2 dataset and
the S3DIS dataset. The authors in [250] have proposed to combine the local
point geometry with global context information and a proposal free method
to group the feature spaces into semantic instances. Another approach to
point cloud semantic segmentation was made in [206] wherein the design
enabled a mutual enhancement of the semantic and instance segmentation
tasks. The authors in [251] developed a multi-task pointwise network that
could perform the task of semantic and instance segmentation simultane-
ously. A graph-based solution was formulated in [252] was used along with
3D convolutional neural networks to obtain discriminative embeddings for
each 3D instance. Also, an attention-based k-nearest neighbour was pro-
posed to assign di�erent weights for the neighbours. In OccuSeg [253], the
scheme could produce an occupancy signal and an embedding representation
simultaneously. They could also prevent over-segmentation using a clustering
algorithm.

c) Part segmentation - The 3D part segmentation is still more di�cult than
either the semantic segmentation or the instance segmentation counterparts.
Although there is an increased level of fineness associated with part seg-
mentation, some semantic segmentation deep networks can still be used for
part segmentation tasks. Here, we list some of the developments in part
segmentation tasks. In [254] the authors have introduced an image based
fully convolutional network and conditional random fields to obtain faithful
segmentation of 3D shapes. VoxSegNet, introduced in [255] consists of an
attention feature aggregation module to adaptively select features from dif-
ferent abstraction scales. Their method operated in voxel data format. The
authors in [256] introduced a point grid with a 3D convolutional network
that incorporated a fixed number of points within each grid cell, enabling
the network to learn high order local estimations to better represent the lo-
cal geometry. In [257], the authors had adopted a teacher-student training
procedure wherein the VolNet (working in 3D data) was used to teach the
GeoNet to extract 3D features from a 2D figure. Their data was synthe-
sised in image-volume pairs. The authors in [258] used a conditional random
field network to fuse the shape representations of two other networks that
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worked with geometrical face normal data and face normal histogram data.
MeshCNN was described in [259] where the authors have illustrated how a
specially designed convolutional neural network can directly apply pooling
and convolution operations on mesh edges. In [260] the authors had intro-
duced a recursive neural network that could perform hierarchical segmenta-
tion of 3D shapes represented by point clouds. The work in [261] improvises
on the PointNet architecture to accommodate the local details of the local
neighbourhood. They introduced two new operations - one for learning lo-
cal 3D geometric structures and the other for local high-dimensional feature
structures using recursive feature aggregation on a nearest-neighbour graph
of 3D points. The SFCN network in [262] utilised the voting based multil-
abel graph cut method to optimise the segmentation results. The authors of
[263] introduced the special spider convolutional operation by parameteris-
ing a family of convolutional filters using simple products of a step function
and Taylor polynomials. New graph convolution operations were introduced
in [264] that were dynamically calculated from the learned features on point
cloud data. A novel Kd-trees based network was proposed in [265] that could
perform multiplicative transformations with shared parameters according to
the subdivisions obtained from point clouds. Shape segmentation was per-
formed using o-cnn [266], an octree based convolutional neural network that
utilised the average normal vectors of a 3D model to perform convolution
operations on the octants occupied by a 3D shape. Their implementation
was claimed to be feasible for high-resolution 3D models. A unique 3D
point-capsule network was introduced in [267] that could process sparse 3D
point clouds while still maintaining the spatial arrangements of the input
data. Their approach was a unique combination of the dynamic routing
within the network and a peculiar 2D latent space that could perform object
classification and segmentation tasks nicely. The work in [268] made use
of self-organising maps to represent orderless point clouds as single feature
vectors. The advantages reported in their work list fast training times.

3.4.1 Semantic Segmentation for inference of Pore Net-
works

The problem of predicting the class of every voxel is what is sought from the deep
network. This forms a crucial step in the characterisation of the pore network using
acoustic analysis. In the current context, a good segmentation is said to occur when
a pore is labelled as a pore and the matrix as the matrix. The primary objective
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of semantic segmentation is the independent segregation of objects of interest.
This is especially important because segmentation is fundamentally important to
the development of rock physics models. The literature cites immense content on
image segmentation but does not recommend a single best method [269].
Seeing the complexity of the shapes of the pores which carbonates exhibit, we
choose the basic U-Net architecture [57] and modify it for our own purposes. One
of the more compelling reasons for its selection is the type of input data. We seek
to extract the pore networks from the acoustic volumes. These acoustic/impedance
volumes are often the end products of a conventional seismic processing stage [270]
and the wave signatures of the objects the wave has interacted with. Interpreters
use the method of inversion to delineate the sweet spots from these volumes [270].
But this process is often time-consuming with no guarantee of the optimal solution.
At this juncture, as outlined in the next sections, we propose to directly infer
the pore networks from acoustic volumes. Of course, one may argue about the
frequency of the seismic data acquisition, that the used frequency is too small
to resolve the heterogeneity at the core scale. But in this chapter, we are more
interested in taking the first steps toward direct interpretation and would like to
incorporate the intricate modelling requirements as a future project.

3.4.2 The Modified U-Net Architecture

In this thesis, we are working with computational semantics in the context of
3D volumetric images of rock sample data. We make use of the basic U-Net
architecture to modify it for segmentation purposes. Out input images are acoustic
wavefields from which we would like to extract the pore networks that caused the
patterns in the wavefields.

The U-Net architecture was primarily developed for medical image segmen-
tation tasks [57]. The architecture has proven to be highly beneficial for a low
amount of labelled data, such as that of medical images [271]. The second benefit
o�ered by the architecture is that it is reasonably fast to train [271]. The explana-
tion of the basic U-Net is given in section 2.1.3.1. The 3D equivalent, as relevant
in the current study, replaces all operations with their 3D equivalents.
We now describe the model used for semantic segmentation of acoustic images.
The original U-Net consisted of 4 blocks of convolutional layers prior to the bot-
tleneck. And correspondingly, there were four blocks of upsampling layers in the
decoder part of the network. On the contrary, we had to reduce each part of the
U-Net to 3 blocks only. Fig. 3.22 shows the modified architecture for acoustic
image segmentation. The convolution block uses a filter size of 3 ◊ 3 ◊ 3 and and
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Figure 3.22: The modified U-Net architecture for semantic segmentation of the
acoustic volume

stride of 2 ◊ 2 ◊ 2. The number of filters used for the first, second and third layers
is 16, 32, 64 in the encoder part of the network. Similarly, in the decoder part,
the number of filters decreased from 64, 32, 16. The latent/bottleneck consisted
of 256 filters. Every convolution operation was followed by a ReLU layer, batch-
normalisation layer, a max-pooling layer and a dropout layer. The dropout value
used was 0.1 in each of the blocks. The output of the network was passed on to a
softmax function to output the class probabilities of each class in the 3D sample
image.

3.4.3 Training and Validation

In order to measure the prediction quality, four suitable metrics were used. They
are Accuracy, Cross-entropy, Dice-coe�cient and Soft Dice-coe�cient. The Accu-
racy and Cross-entropy metrics are label based metrics, i.e. individual labels are
compared in the predicted and observed labels. So, if y, ŷ are the observed and
predicted labels, the metric is calculated as:

Accuracy(y, ŷ) = 1
N

N≠1ÿ

i=0
1(ŷi = yi) (3.20)

Cross_entropy(y, ŷ) = ≠ 1
N

N≠1ÿ

i=0
yi ú log ŷi (3.21)

The Dice-coe�cient [272; 273; 274] and Soft-Dice coe�cient are special mea-
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Table 3.6: Training Metrics

Epoch Accuracy Cross-entropy Dice Coe�. Soft-Dice Coe�.
1 blue!250.89 red!250.39 blue!250.71 blue!250.63
2 0.94 0.25 0.84 0.76
3 0.94 0.24 0.86 0.78
4 0.95 0.21 0.88 0.79
5 0.95 0.21 0.88 0.80
6 0.96 0.19 0.90 0.81
7 0.96 0.20 0.89 0.81
8 0.96 0.19 0.90 0.83
9 0.96 0.14 0.92 0.84
10 0.96 0.15 0.92 0.84
11 0.97 0.13 0.92 0.85
12 0.97 0.14 0.92 0.85
13 0.97 0.13 0.93 0.85
14 0.97 0.16 0.92 0.85
15 0.97 0.14 0.93 0.87
16 0.97 0.16 0.92 0.86
17 0.97 blue!250.12 0.93 0.87
18 red!250.97 0.13 red!250.94 red!250.87
19 0.97 0.14 0.93 0.87
20 0.97 0.17 0.93 0.87

sures of similarity defined over sets. If T, P are the true binary mask and predicted
binary mask, respectively, then the metrics are given as:

Dice_coefficient(T, P ) = 2 ◊ |T | fl |P |
|T | + |P | (3.22)

The Soft-Dice coe�cient is the same as the original Dice coe�cient, except that
in this, the predicted masks are not rounded prior to computation. This is unlike
the Dice coe�cient, where the predicted mask is first rounded and then compared
with the observed true mask.
The loss function used to train the model can be given as:

lossDice = 1 ≠ 2 qN
i piti

qN
i p2

i + qN
i t2

i

(3.23)

where pi, ti are the predicted probability and the value of the ground truth, respec-
tively, for each voxel. This loss function has been useful in semantic segmentation
tasks with imbalanced occurrences of target classes [275].
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Table 3.7: Validation Metrics

Epoch Accuracy Cross-entropy Dice Coe�. Soft-Dice Coe�.
1 0.88 0.53 0.66 0.57
2 0.93 0.36 0.82 0.74
3 0.95 0.20 0.87 0.78
4 0.89 0.37 0.82 0.73
5 0.96 0.18 0.89 0.81
6 0.80 0.51 0.71 0.66
7 0.95 0.20 0.89 0.83
8 red!250.96 blue!250.12 red!250.92 0.82
9 0.44 4.00 0.39 0.39
10 0.57 1.49 0.50 0.51
11 0.48 4.13 0.43 0.43
12 0.38 red!257.51 0.34 0.34
13 blue!250.37 7.25 blue!250.33 blue!250.33
14 0.96 0.20 0.91 red!250.85
15 0.58 2.12 0.51 0.51
16 0.52 2.43 0.46 0.46
17 0.41 6.48 0.37 0.37
18 0.41 5.59 0.37 0.37
19 0.61 1.42 0.53 0.53
20 0.73 0.79 0.66 0.63

Figure 3.23: Epoch vs Training and Validation loss
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Figure 3.24: Epoch vs Dice and Soft-Dice accuracy

3.5 Results and Discussion
The main objective of this chapter was to map the pore networks present in car-
bonate rock core samples to their acoustic responses. We discuss the results of all
the objectives in this section.

Volumetric image processing of rock core samples
As a starting point, the chapter has shown how to process the 3D volumetric im-
ages of rock core samples. After the acquisition of digital images from a 4D-XRM
instrument, the images require a few steps of processing before they become useful
for pore network extraction.
Referring to Fig. 3.2 we can see that the 3D images show quite an amount of
variation in their grayscale values. These variations manifest as contrast changes
when analysed visually. Specifically, the samples in figures 3.2b), 3.2h) and 3.2i)
appear to have low grayscale values in the 0-255 range, imparting to their dark ap-
pearances. Figure 3.2a) shows a relatively low variation of intensities and appears
greyish in colour from top to bottom. Sample 3.2d) and 3.2j) are louder with their
representation. We find that the scanning of sample 3.2d) resulted in pixel values
whose volume rendering just left scatters of pixel values in the cylindrical volume.
On the other hand, in 3.2j), one can easily identify the presence of pores along the
length of the sample. This is an example of a good scan.

Due to the variation of intensities in di�erent samples, a simple contrast equal-
isation was applied to make the grayscale values stretch over the entire range.
As one can see in Fig. 3.3a) the cube has been extracted from 3.2b) and whose
grayscale lies in the range 0.374 to 0.937. After the contrast stretching, the pixel
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.25: From a) to c): Examples of some optimally predicted pore networks
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.26: From a) to c): Examples of some non-optimal predicted pore networks
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Figure 3.27: Prediction metrics on 392 test samples that were not used for training.
Dice loss, Dice coe�cient and Soft-Dice coe�cients are calculated for 4 classes -
Matrix, P1, P2, P3.

values have an extended scale that lies in the range 0.0276 and 0.974. Consequently,
the porous regions are more visible now, easing the next stages of processing. We
also show the distribution of the pixel values in Fig. 3.4a) and 3.4b). Figure 3.4b)
clearly shows a stretched scale of the values.

Often, the images are also plagued with some noise, as depicted in Eq. 3.1
through 3.3. These noises can be suppressed through the use of median filters. An
application of a 3 ◊ 3 ◊ 3 structuring element was used for the filters. The result
can be seen in Fig. 3.7. The image has been shown in “jet” colourmap for clarity;
otherwise, it is essentially greyscaled. The median filtered image is subjected to
the Sauvola thresholding algorithm to obtain a binary image as shown in Fig. 3.8.
The Sauvola binarisation algorithm requires two parameters to perform the bina-
risation. Table 3.3 shows the various window sizes and weights used for di�erent
samples. In the current context, the e�ect of binarisation is the extraction of the
pore network. The porosity computed in the binarisation step must be closely
matched with the porosity obtained from the laboratory. For this purpose, the
computed porosity was calibrated against the lab derived porosity, and the result
is shown in Table 3.2.

Another goal of volumetric image processing was to extract the pore networks
from rock samples in a semi-automated manner. For this, the binary image was
operated by a distance filter given by Eq. 3.6 to obtain the distance image. This
map essentially computed the distance of every foreground pixel to the nearest
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background pixel. We used the Euclidean distance function for this purpose. The
maximum distance was computed to be 6.56 units. The binary image was also
used for computing the skeleton of the pore network, as shown in Fig. 3.10. As
we can see, the skeleton is too complex to be interpreted manually. Therefore, we
seek to implement a semi-automated algorithm for obtaining the segmentation.

The watershed algorithm is an established method for image segmentation
[276]. It is a flooding algorithm that propagates the labels of the “seeds” to every
pixel in the foreground. These seeds are something that the user provides man-
ually to the algorithm. These can also be generated automatically using a peak
detector algorithm. In the current work, automation is achieved using the k-means
clustering algorithm. We discuss the steps here. The skeleton image 3.10 holds
the coordinates of the skeleton of the pore network. These coordinates are used to
extract the distance values from the distance map of the sample. Because the dis-
tance map holds the distance of every foreground pixel to the nearest background
pixel, it, in a way, encodes the cross-sectional width of the pore path throughout
the network. This single strategy can be used to attain a semi-automatic seg-
mentation. The distance values of the skeleton image are subjected to k-means
clustering with a predefined number of clusters as 3. This number corresponds to
3 types of pores based on relative cross-sectional widths in the pore network. The
output of the clustering algorithm is a skeleton map where every pixel now has
either of the three labels. We use these labels as seeds to propagate their values
to all the pixels in the foreground. The strategy is well illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
We can see in Fig. 3.6a) that a binary image has been synthetically designed,
which consists of simple geometrical objects. The cross-sectional widths are used
by the clustering algorithm to assign labels in Fig. 3.6c), which are then flooded
throughout the foreground. The resulting figure, as shown in Fig. 3.6d) gives a
segmentation based on their relative cross-sectional widths.
The above-discussed procedure is followed for the 3D binary image for each cubic
sample. The result of the segmentation is shown in Fig. 3.11. The three types
of pores are assigned three unique labels as shown in di�erent colours in the image.

Acoustic Wave Analysis
After the extraction of the pore networks, the cube samples are subjected to acous-
tic wave simulation. To keep things simple, we consider only two types of bodies
inside the cube – the matrix and the pores. The pores are considered to be com-
pletely occupied with a single fluid. The materials are specified using two proper-
ties – the medium’s velocity and the density. The values used in the simulation are
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given in Table 3.4. The matrix has been assigned a high velocity of 5200m/s and
density 2200kg/m3. The fluid medium has been assigned a velocity of 1500m/s

and a density of 1000kg/m3. Every simulation on each of the cubical samples was
run for 1281 timesteps, which corresponds to 11.38µs. A demonstration of the
propagation of the wave has been shown in Fig. 3.12. The cubes are 64 ◊ 64 ◊ 64
voxel sized. First row in 3.12a) shows the structure of the pores present on the
three planes – XY, YZ, and ZX. The row numbers 3.12b) through 3.12e) show the
propagated waves at times, t = 0.53µs, 0.90µs, 1.26µs, 1.63µs. In the figure, we
can see that the wavefront undergoes reflection when it encounters a low-velocity
region of the pore. The beginning of the reflection occurs in Fig. 3.12c) and con-
tinues in Fig. 3.12d) and e).

In order to get a quantitative estimate of the wave amplitudes, we set up 4
cases of di�erent pore networks and probed the 8 corners of the simulation do-
mains. The graphs for the same are shown in Fig. 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17. The 4
cases are described in Table 3.5. In case 1, the pore bodies are near the top surface.
The highest amplitude recorded is by probe B2, which equals 0.6 Pa. The waves
get attenuated after time, t = 4µs. In case 2, the pore network is branched and
more scattered. The wave amplitudes recorded by the probes are much smaller
of the order of 1e-2 Pa. The reason for this might be the scattered pore paths
cause the waves to reflect and undergo destructive interference causing a decrease
in amplitudes. In case 3, there is a dominating crack pore in the middle, parallel
to the ZX plane. The amplitudes recorded in this case are higher than in cases 1
and 2. The highest amplitude was recorded at around 1.5 Pa by the B8 probe.
After time t = 6µs, the amplitudes decrease in amount. Case 4 stands out from
the previous 3 cases in the sense that the cube has just 2 small pore bodies located
parallel to the XY plane towards the back. The corresponding wave pattern shows
clear wavefronts travelling on the surface of the cube. On analysing the wave
amplitudes of the probes, we find that most of the power is lost and must have
dissipated into the absorbing layers. The highest amplitude recorded is about 0.15
Pa by probe B7.

In addition to the 8 probes, we also compute an extra metric of the wave am-
plitudes for quantitative analysis. In order to quantify the patterns, we take the
standard deviation of the amplitudes at the 6 surfaces of the cube for the length
of the simulation. Overall, there exists a lot of dissimilarity in the observed pat-
terns for the 4 di�erent cases. The highest variation is exhibited by sample 109 in
Fig. 3.20 which is approximately equal to 1.0 Pa. The second highest variation is
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shown by sample 105 in Fig. 3.18 and is approximately equal to 0.3 Pa. Samples 5
and 13 stand third and fourth with the standard deviation values, approximately
equal to 0.14 Pa and 0.10 Pa. This analysis shows that the wave fields received
at di�erent parts of the computational domain carry information about the pore
network structure inside. We seek to retrieve these causative pore networks from
their corresponding wavefields in the next part of the discussion.

Mapping of Pore-networks to Acoustic Responses
We modify the basic U-Net architecture into a simpler form and reduce the tensor
sizes for our purpose. We work with smaller cubes of size 64 ◊ 64 ◊ 64. This also
helped reduce the depth of the network to 7, inclusive of the bottleneck. Figure
3.22 shows the shapes of the tensors at the input of each layer. Here, the input
data used are the acoustic volume generated by a point source from the centre of
the cube of size 10mm ◊ 10mm ◊ 10mm. The waves, after emanating from the
centre, encounter low acoustic velocity zones in the form of pores. Due to this, the
waves undergo reflection and refraction to ultimately exhibit specific wavefield pat-
terns, as discussed in section 3.3.3. The training of the U-Net is computationally
expensive, and it takes around 2 hours to train on 3280 samples. We validate the
training on 392 samples. We use 4 accuracy metrics for monitoring the training of
the deep network. The loss function used for training is given in Eq. 3.23. This
loss function takes care of the imbalance in classes.

The U-Net was trained for 20 epochs, whose results are shown in Table 3.6.
The results have been rounded o� 2 decimal places, although the coloured cells
mark the high(red) and low(blue) values of the metrics. As one can see, the Ac-
curacy metric starts o� with a value of 0.89 and at the end of 20th epoch attains
0.97. Correspondingly the Cross-entropy metric starts o� with a value of 0.39 and
ends at 0.17. On the other hand, the Dice coe�cient and the Soft-Dice coe�cient
start at 0.71, 0.63 and end at 0.93, 0.87. This suggests that the former two metrics
are not optimal indicators of the training in the context of semantic segmentation.
Had we used these for monitoring the network training, the results would not have
been good enough as we obtained with the latter two. The Dice and Soft-Dice
coe�cients are better metrics for the purpose. Choice of the Dice loss is also op-
timal as it readily takes care of the imbalance in classes. We can observe similar
characteristics in the validation metrics as well. The validation metrics are shown
in Table 3.7. Out of the 20 epochs, the network achieved the best performance
on epochs 8 and 14, as marked in the table. We can also see the loss graphs in
Fig. 3.23. The loss values attain the best values corroborate with the Dice and
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Soft-Dice coe�cient values. We can also see the graphs of the accuracy metrics in
Fig. 3.24 for the training and validation stages.

Now we discuss the predictive performance of the trained network. In Fig.
3.25a) through 3.25c) we can see the model could predict the overall pore network
nicely, but the individual classes are somewhat non-optimal. Nonetheless, however,
we assume, from the interpreter’s perspective, that the overall structure is more
important than the individual pore types. In Fig. 3.26a) through 3.26c) we can see
some of the non-optimal predictions. In the first part 3.26a) the leftmost observed
brown pore is completely missed in the predictions. The model is faintly able to
capture the other two pores on the top and right. In the second-row 3.26b) the
large brown pore on the left is completely missed in the predictions, while the
other parts of the network appear to be nicely predicted. In the third-row 3.26c)
the middle, top, and bottom pores are missing from the predictions, and only the
right top pore has been faintly predicted. Finally, we plot the Dice metrics viz.
loss, Dice coe�cient and the Soft-Dice coe�cient for all the validation samples in
Fig. 3.27 to have an idea about the performance of the model on unseen data. We
can conclude that the model has attained 70% accuracy on the validation set from
the graphs.



Chapter 4

Application-II: LSTMs based
Accelerated Simulation for
Hydro-Mechanical Systems

4.1 Introduction
Hydro-mechanical simulations are widely used to study the slope-stability problem.
These multiphysics simulations capture the mechanical and hydraulic response of a
system. Conventional slope-stability analysis techniques use the limit equilibrium
method criterion as the main principle to determine the factor of safety. To name
a few, we have, the ordinary method of slices [277], the Bishop’s modified method
[278], the force equilibrium methods [279], the Janbu’s generalised method of slices
[280], the Morgenstern and Price method [281], the Spencer’s method [282]. Chart
based slope-stability schemes have also been developed by [281; 283; 284] and
[285]. In general the slope-stability analysis can be based on either total stress
or the e�ective stress condition. The total stress-based method ignores the e�ect
of pore pressures and the undrained shear strength determines the soil strength.
For the e�ective stress based method, the failure can be modelled using one of
the many soil failure criteria such as the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion [286], the
Hoek-Brown failure criterion [287], the Drucker-Prager failure criterion [288], the
Matsuoka-Nakai failure criteria and the Lade-Duncan failure criterion [289; 290].
The most commonly used of all these failure criteria is the Mohr-Coulomb failure
criteria. The criteria are given using the following equations:

I1 = ‡1 + ‡2 + ‡3 (4.1)

1Parts of this chapter are published here: 10.1007/s00603-021-02668-9
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I3 = ‡1 ú ‡2 ú ‡3 (4.2)

J2 = 1
6

S

U(‡1 ≠ ‡2)2 + (‡2 ≠ ‡3)2 + (‡3 ≠ ‡1)2)
T

V (4.3)

In the above equations if ‡1, ‡2 and ‡3 denote the maximum, intermediate and
minimum principal stresses, I1 and I3 the first and third stress invariants and J2

the second deviatoric stress invariant, then the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria can
be stated as follows:

‡1 ≠ ‡3
‡1 + ‡3 + 2 · c · cot(„) = sin„, (4.4)

where „ and c denote the cohesion and internal angle of friction, respectively.
The more versatile and contemporary approach to slope-stability is the finite ele-
ment model (FEM) based approach. Some of the works that have used FEM for
slope-stability analyses can be attributed to, [291; 292; 293; 294; 295; 296; 297;
298; 299; 300; 301; 302]. The underlying reasons for its versatility can be restated
from [293], as:

1. The method relaxes the shape and orientation of the slip surface. As a
simulation progresses, the failure naturally occurs in regions with low shear
strength than the applied shear stresses.

2. The method avoids making assumptions about the internal forces, as is the
case with limit equilibrium based methods. The governing equations enforce
the equilibrium until failure.

3. The method is informative about the pre-failure states of the slopes, given
that the actual soil and material parameters are used.

4. Stages of failure progression can be observed up-till overall shear failure
occurs.

With the above stated advantages, the current work extends the FEM based
slope-stability analysis system using deep learning algorithms to overcome some
of its limitations and enhance the interpretability of the results.

4.2 Development of a Reduced Order Model
Geophysical systems are complex entities that involve coupled multiphysics pro-
cesses. Numerical simulations describing these systems are often extremely compu-
tationally intensive. Nevertheless, to understand the sensitivities of these systems,
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map the potential impact of variable boundary conditions, or engineer appropri-
ate geotechnical solutions, it may be necessary to run such models hundreds or
thousands of times. In many cases, the only way to achieve this is through the
development of Reduced Order Models (ROMs) – numerical methods designed to
capture the fundamental response of a system under a limited range of boundary
conditions for significantly less computational e�ort than would otherwise be re-
quired.
Most of the data-driven model reduction has been aimed at applications in fluid
mechanics. Two popular model reduction strategies employed in this area are
Dynamic Mode Decomposition and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. Dynamic
mode decomposition (DMD), first developed by [303] performs both temporal and
spatial model reduction. As described in [304], DMD works by identifying transient
coherent structures and their associated rates of growth and decay. The DMD has
been reported useful for data-driven analysis of fluid systems [305; 306; 307]. The
DMD method has also been used in system identification [305]; estimation of flow
fields [308], and studying of neural pattern recordings [309]. An alternative reduc-
tion strategy is Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), first described in [310].
POD is a singular-value decomposition based technique that seeks to find a set of
optimal basis functions using snapshots of the state space from the simulation data.
These bases are then used to build a ROM. The POD method has been used as a re-
duction technique across many di�erent applications [311; 312; 313; 314; 315; 316].
However, unlike DMD, POD methods require a means to advance the state space
once a suitable set of bases have been found. Some recently developed ROMs
combine deep learning methods with data reduction to develop a model that can
advance the state space through time. [317] employed a residual recurrent neu-
ral network to study the subsurface multiphase flow problems, while [318] used
deep recurrent networks based on long short-term memory units for turbulent
flow control problems. Both of these works employed POD as the dimensional-
ity reduction technique to reduce the basis of the underlying high fidelity physics
simulations. [319] used the full-scale physics simulation data from transient flows.
Their work developed two architectures – sequential and residual artificial neural
networks and compared them to the Galerkin projection method. The standard
Burgers equation was solved to provide the full-scale simulations and decomposed
using POD. They found that their residual framework was better in extrapolating
and interpolation along the temporal dimension. [320] found that deep learning
based ROMs outperformed the Galerkin based approaches in electrophysiological
simulations. A recurrent neural network based ROM was developed by [321] to
predict the aerodynamic forces on an airfoil due to structural interaction and vary-
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ing gust loads. The authors found that their long short-term memory units based
on temporal evolution were accurate enough under controlled conditions. They
used the discrete empirical interpolation method as the dimensionality reduction
technique. A di�erent strategy was adopted by [322], who used deep learning to
recommend and use local ROMs on an anisotropic elastoplastic problem. The
study in [323] used multilayer networks along with local ROMs to investigate a
porous media flow problem. They found that the network was good enough to
establish an input-output map between the fine and coarse grid representation of
the simulated results. The dimensionality reduction was made using a non-local
multi continuum upscaling technique.
In this chapter, we describe the development of a data-driven ROM designed to
capture the hydro-mechanical behaviour in multi-material media. The ROM is
trained on multiple simulations of a high-fidelity multiphysics model. The un-
derlying model simulates the coupling between the varying fluid load and the
mechanical deformation of the bulk matrix and can faithfully reproduce di�erent
forms of deformation encountered on slopes. However, this flexibility makes the
fully-fledged model quite computationally expensive – inhibiting its practical use
to only a few di�erent scenarios at a time. Instead, developing a ROM trained
from the high fidelity results allows the simulation of many di�erent future scenar-
ios over longer periods than would otherwise be possible. Here, data reduction is
achieved using a proper orthogonal decomposition of the simulation results. The
data matrix represents the state space vectors in the rows and their temporal
evolution along the columns. Application of the proper orthogonal decomposition
reduces this matrix into a tractable set of basis weights. The challenge then be-
comes one of predicting the temporal evolution of these weights in response to the
applied loading conditions. In this work, we consider neural networks that consist
of long short-term memory units [74] for the purpose of training and predicting
the evolution of states in time. This class of units have several advantages over
more generic recurrent neural networks. One of the key features of these networks
is that they overcome the “vanishing gradient” problem by introducing a gating
mechanism that prevents the exponential decay of gradients [324]. Additionally,
they also help to learn long term dependencies or lags in the input sequence data.
The following sections describe the development of the Reduced Order Model and
provide examples illustrating its use. We start with a brief description of the un-
derlying Hydro-Mechanical model. We then describe the steps involved in training
the ROM. Next, we give examples comparing the predictions of the ROM to those
from the original high-fidelity simulations. Finally, we provide an example illus-
trating the use of the reduced order model to track the e�ects of variable loading
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conditions on the behaviour of the Loy-Yang mine structure.

4.2.1 The Hydro-Mechanical Model

Fully coupled hydro-mechanical simulations require sophisticated nonlinear solvers
to capture the complex relationship between load due to fluid and a material’s
mechanical response. Such simulations may involve detailed meshes comprising
millions of degrees of freedom. As a result, modelling these systems can be quite
onerous, with the number of runs usually limited to a few realisations for practical
purposes. Nevertheless, it may be necessary to understand a system’s behaviour
over long timescales or subject to a broad range of boundary conditions in many
cases. In such cases, a reduction strategy is necessary to obtain models that are
able to predict the relevant physical response for significantly less computational
e�ort and time. We outline the key steps involved in the development of the
ROMs and highlight some of the potential challenges. To illustrate the approach,
we derive a ROM for the Loy-Yang mine structure subjected to di�erent loading
conditions. While the high-fidelity simulations used to create the ROM require
several hours of central processing unit (CPU) time on a dedicated workstation, the
developed reduced order model is able to conduct scenario assessments involving
a thousand simulations in a matter of minutes on a single multicore CPU.
The principle of e�ective stress was introduced by [325]. It is defined as a part
of total stress that governs the deformation of the soil or rock. It can also be
assumed that the total stresses can be described as a sum of e�ective stresses and
pore pressure as given by the Eq:

‡ij = ‡Õ
ij + –p”ij, (4.5)

where ‡ij is the total stress, ‡Õ
ij is the e�ective stress, p is the pore pressure – is

the Biot’s coe�cient and ”ij is an indicator function whose value is governed as in
(”ij = 1 if i = j and ”ij = 0 otherwise). For the value of – = 1, the e�ective stress
principle reduces to

‡ij = ‡Õ
ij + p”ij (4.6)

This form of used to express the e�ective stress principle [16; 326] which is based
on Terzaghi’s work from [325; 327]. This form is mostly justified because the
compressibility of solid particles is very small when compared to the compressibility
of porous material.
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4.2.1.1 Governing Equations

We use a simple linear and isotropic elastoplastic formulation for describing the
deformation. The constitutive relation can be given as the following:

‡Õ
ij = D(‘t ≠ ‘p), (4.7)

where ‘t is the total strain, ‘p is the plastic strain and the term ‘t ≠ ‘p denotes
the elastic strain ‘el. Here, D is the elasticity matrix expressing the material
properties. Expanding equation 4.7 gives us the following form:

D =

S

WWWWWWWWWWWWU

⁄ + 2µ ⁄ ⁄ 0 0 0
⁄ ⁄ + 2µ ⁄ 0 0 0
⁄ ⁄ ⁄ + 2µ 0 0 0
0 0 0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 µ 0
0 0 0 0 0 µ

T

XXXXXXXXXXXXV

(4.8)

where, ⁄, µ are the Lame’s parameters. These parameters can further be expressed
as:

⁄ = E‹

(1 + ‹)(1 ≠ 2‹) (4.9)

µ = E

2(1 + ‹) , (4.10)

where, E, ‹ are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.
The mechanical equilibrium equation is given as

Ò · ‡ = F̨ (4.11)

The elastic strain tensor is given as:

‘el = 1
2

1
Òų + (Òų)T

2
(4.12)

4.2.2 Creation of the 3D Domain: The Loy-Yang Mine
Structure

Finite element analysis requires an accurate geometry. Computer-aided design
software are often used to parameterise the boundaries of the domain to realise
a smooth representation and aid fast FEM simulation [328]. In order to run the
FEM on the Loy-Yang mine shaped computational domain, we need to create its
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Figure 4.1: Depth map of the Loy-Yang mine obtained from satellite imagery.
Darker regions denote surface depth while lighter regions tend to be on the surface.

3D mesh. The steps for creating the same are discussed next.

4.2.2.1 Surface Representation of the Loy-Yang Mine

Surfaces can be represented in implicit, explicit and parametric forms [329]. We
use the parametric form here to define the uneven Loy-Yang mine topography.
The parametric form of any surface can be given as

(x, y, z) = (x(u, v), y(u, v), z(u, v)), (4.13)

for u0 Æ u Æ u1 and v0 Æ v Æ v1. More generally, the domain can be defined as
(u, v) œ D.

The basic depth map of the Loy-Yang mine structure was obtained from satel-
lite imagery as depicted in Fig. 4.1. The colours in the figure are on the grayscale
and range between 0 ≠ 255. These pixel values signify the depth of the mine body
at di�erent parts of the 2D image. The task at hand is to obtain a parametric
representation of this uneven surface.

The depth map is not an accurate representation of the actual physical depths.
Therefore we need to estimate a surface that best approximates this surface data.
Let the pixel values of Fig. 4.1 be the samples of a graph surface given by the Eq
4.14

z = f(x, y) (4.14)

Starting with a parametric model of this surface, the surface reconstruction prob-
lem can be reduced to a regression problem where the graph surface z = f(x, y)
needs to be determined that best fit the sampled pixel data. The regression equa-
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Figure 4.2: Parametric representation of the top surface of the Loy-Yang mine
structure

tion can be given as:

X2 =
nÿ

i=1
(zi ≠ f(xi, yi; a1, a2, . . . am))2 (4.15)

X2 =
nÿ

i=1
(zi ≠ f(xi, yi; a1, a2, . . . am))2 + –2

⁄⁄ ˆ2f

ˆx2 + 2ˆf

ˆx

ˆf

ˆy
+ ˆ2f

ˆy2 dx dy (4.16)

Fitting a surface using this equation leads to an ill-posed problem because an
infinite number of function(s) satisfy the equation. To pose the problem such that
we obtain a unique surface requires some constraints. A natural choice is to select
a function that approximates the data well and is also a smooth in itself. The
constraints can be applied using Eq. 4.16. This equation is fundamentally same
as Eq. 4.15 with an added smoothness with a coe�cient – term. The value of
– > 0. This term is also called the regularisation term with – as the regularisation
parameter. This parameter acts as the trade-o� between the smoothness and the
data approximation. Low values of – tend to fit the data more while compromising
the smoothness and vice-versa. The result of the parametric representation of the
top surface can be seen in Fig. 4.2. After the creation of the top surface layer,
the copy of the same is translated in the vertical Z-axis to form a second layer, as
shown in Fig. 4.3b). Next, the top surface is extruded in the negative Z-axis to
realise a 3D body followed by a Boolean union operation. Next, in order to obtain
a rounded structure, a bezier curve was drawn on the XY plane, which was then
extruded into the Z-axis to define the 3D rounded structure. A Boolean di�erence
operation was applied to realise the rounded body as shown in Figure 4.3d). Then
in 4.3e) the whole structure was scaled down on the Z-axis to approximate the
actual dimensions of the Loy-Yang mine structure. Fig. 4.3 summarises all the
steps for creating the complete computation domain.
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 4.3: From a) to f): Top layer, Intermediate layer, Created Solid Body,
Extruded bezier curve to realise a rounded structure inside the Solid Body, Scaled
version of the rounded structure, Final LY-mine structure. In a) and b), we start
with the parametric layer at the top, followed by a translated copy to make the
intermediate layer. In c), a solid cuboid is created with its extent defined by the
length and breadth of the parametric surface. A Boolean union operation helped
unite di�erent parts together. In d), a bezier curve is drawn on the XY plane and
extruded to the bottom of the solid cuboid. We then use a Boolean di�erence opera-
tion between the solid cuboid and the extruded rounded structure in d), demarcated
in pink colour. Then in e) this rounded structure is scaled along the Z-axis to match
the real size of the LY-mine structure that can be seen in f)
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Table 4.1: Pore pressure generating functions

Function Range Parameters
Sine x œ (≠2fi, 2fi) O�set in x
Sawtooth x œ (≠2fi, 2fi) O�set in x + Ramp/Triangle
Polynomial x œ (≠2fi, 2fi) O�set in x + Degree 2, 3

4.2.2.2 Loading Conditions

The pore water pressure is an important factor in determining the stability of soils.
An excess of such quantity can lead the slopes toward failure. It is highly desirable
to know in advance the state of the slope as a function of the pore water pressure.
Training a system that can estimate/predict the state of the slope using this factor
can be highly beneficial.
Performing a slope-stability dry run on the slopes of the Loy-Yang mine reveals
that the current factor of safety lies in the interval 1.2 < FOS < 1.6, which is
a good range for all practical safety reasons. But to develop a robust ROM, we
introduce a variation in the applied loading conditions. As is explained here, we
apply 3 sets of body loads in di�erent parts of the computational domain. It is
assumed that designing a ROM with a variety of loading conditions will help en-
hance its generative performance on a range of inputs. For this, the computation
domain is divided into 3 regions as shown in Fig. 4.5 a) through c). We define
volumetric loading conditions to act on these regions of the domain.
When trained on high variance data, ML algorithms generally have better pre-
dictive performance. It goes without saying that with high variance comes longer
training times. We synthesise 4 types of signals to describe the pattern in which
the pore water pressure varies in the system. The parameters used to define the
properties of the signal are given in Table 4.1. These signals were used to re-
alise unique sets of full-order simulations. Patterns of the sample pore pressure
generating functions are shown in Fig. 4.4.

4.2.3 State-space Description and Reduction

We consider the mechanical equilibrium equation 4.11 and solve for the state space
variables. The forcing function F̨ is set to 0̨, and we directly contribute to the
stress tensor ‡’s normal components by adding the varying pore pressures in the
3 di�erent parts of the computational domain as shown in Fig. 4.5. We evaluate
the e�ect of these varying conditions on the values of some of the important state
variables like the – displacement, equivalent plastic strain, all components of the
elastic strain tensor and all components of the stress tensor.
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Figure 4.4: From a) to d): Sample of Sine function, Ramp function, Sawtooth
function, Polynomial function; Di�erent pore-pressure functions used as loading
conditions in di�erent parts of the computational domain. The length of the signal
in the x axis is 200; this denotes the number of timesteps the loading condition is
applied for.

a) b) c)

Figure 4.5: From a) to c): Part 1, Part 2, Part 3; Di�erent parts of the computa-
tional domain for applying the pore pressure loading conditions

Figure 4.6: Computational mesh of the domain
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Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of a state. Top row shows actual simulation
data. Bottom part shows a transposed data matrix where each row is a 1D long
skinny vector realised by flattening the the state variables and stacked along the
time axis.

Table 4.2: State variables and symbols

Variable Symbol
Equivalent Plastic Strain ‘pl

Displacement Magnitude u
Strain Tensor Components ‘xx, ‘xy, ‘xz, ‘yy, ‘yz, ‘zz

Stress Tensor Components ‡xx, ‡xy, ‡xz, ‡yy, ‡yz, ‡zz

A state is defined as the collection of state vectors that hold the values of
di�erent physical variables. A state vector is a vector whose elements are the
values of a state variable with their length equal to the nodes of the mesh on
which they are solved. Fig. 4.6 shows the mesh of the computational domain.
The type of mesh is tetrahedral. The physical variables are solved on the nodes
of the mesh during each simulation. Schematically, the storing of the variables’
states can be illustrated as in Fig. 4.7. As shown in the figure, there are two
axes of a simulation – the time axis and the variable axis. The variable axis
holds the values of the di�erent physical variables, whereas the time axis holds
their successive progressive states. In the second part of the figure, the number
of rows denotes the number of time steps for which the simulation is run. The
column holds a flattened state of a variable. Ideally, one would want to include
simulations that are di�erent from each other with regard to the variation in the
physical variables; therefore, in our case we ensure to generate a unique simulation
by varying the parameters of pore pressure generating functions as shown in Table
4.1. A unique set of 3 out of 4 signals were used for every simulated case.

Table 4.3 lists the values of the materials that were used during the simulation.
The properties have been abbreviated as follows - cohesion (c); internal angle of
friction („); Young’s modulus (E); density (fl) and unit weight (“). In this work
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Table 4.3: Material properties

Material Type c „ E fl “
(kPa) (deg) (MPa) (kg/m3) (t/m3)

Overburden 50.00 26.00 1860.00 1120.00 1.90
Coal 150.00 26.00 1560.00 1100.00 1.12

we have considered homogeneous material properties but the technique could well
be extended to the heterogeneous equivalents as long as the degree of freedom of
the computational domain remains constant across the analysis. Notably, for the
the latter case the number of components in the POD would need to be increased
to accommodate the spatial variations.

All the simulations were carried out in the opensource FEM solver - Multi-
physics Object-Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) [330] using the Porous
Flow and Tensor Mechanics modules.

4.2.3.1 Model Reduction

The high fidelity model that describes the material behaviour can be used to gener-
ate a series of simulations that will define, train and test the reduced order model.
Running a series of simulations typically takes hours to complete, depending upon
the complexity of the physics and the resolution of the mesh. As is commonly
done in machine learning models, the results of those simulations are divided into
training, and testing sets [331]. For the examples considered here, we reserve
around 60% of the simulation output for training and 40% for testing. A typi-
cal high-resolution simulation may contain several hundreds of thousands, if not
millions of degrees of freedom. The first task in the model reduction is to reduce
this to a more tractable number. This is achieved by using a proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) of the output states to identify the modes of deformation
that are most important to the material’s response.

From the state variables output from each training simulation sampled at dis-
crete time intervals, we construct a matrix in which each column represents a sep-
arate simulation set, and each row represents a degree of freedom from the model
itself. This leads to a matrix M œ RN◊L, where N is the number of variables in the
state space and L is the number of output states. The output degrees of freedom
combine both hydrodynamic and mechanical parameters from the multiphysics
simulation. For the examples presented in this chapter, we make no distinction
between the state variables – all of the independent degrees of freedom are included
in the rows of each column in a single vectorised representation. Note, however,
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that spatial relationships are not represented directly in the matrix. Instead, these
are implicitly captured through the mapping from the simulation outputs to the
column vectors. Also, it should be noted that this matrix is extremely skewed,
with the number of columns exceeding the rows by a large margin. While here, for
the sake of brevity, we describe the operations as acting on the whole matrix, in
practice, the calculations described below are performed using iterative methods
that act on individual columns (simulation outputs) rather than the entire system.

Once the matrix M has been constructed, we then use the proper orthogonal
decomposition to identify the modes of deformation that are most important to
the material response. The decomposition method is based upon the SVD matrix
factorisation algorithm wherein SVD finds an orthonormal basis by performing the
Eigen decomposition of the data matrix:

M = U�VT (4.17)

where U is an N ◊ N orthogonal matrix representing particular modes describing
the spatial distribution of the state variables, while V is an L◊L orthogonal matrix
describing the temporal response of the system. The matrix � is a rectangular
(N ◊ L) diagonal matrix, whose diagonal entries ‡ii contain the so-called singular
values of M.

Model reduction is achieved by selecting only the columns of U and V cor-
responding to the n-largest singular values in � for a predetermined number n

of singular values. From this reduced number of singular values and their corre-
sponding columns of the U and V matrices, M is approximated as

M̃ = Ũ�̃ṼT . (4.18)

In this case, the required number of singular values are estimated by using
the orthonormal vectors in the columns of the U matrix to first compress and
then reconstruct the data in the test set. In this way, the number of singular
components chosen from the decomposition of the training data is determined
based on its ability to represent key components in the test data.

Thus, after collecting a representative sample of system states (by performing
several simulations subject to representative combinations of loading conditions
of interest), we then combine these results to create a state matrix M. Next, the
principal modes of deformation are identified by using the singular value decompo-
sition. This produces a set of orthonormal state-vectors (the columns of Ũ) that
form the basis for the reduced order representation of the system.
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a) b)

c) d)

e)

Figure 4.8: From a) to e): Reconstruction accuracy of physical variables with
increasing number of singular components

g)
0.0e+00 2.7e-04

Observed Elastic Strain XY-comp. XY
Z

h)
0.0e+00 2.7e-04

Predicted Elastic Strain XY-comp. XY
Z

Figure 4.9: a) and b): Demonstration of the reconstruction of observed and pre-
dicted states of elastic strain XY-component
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The orthonormal state-basis vectors can be used to produce reduced-order rep-
resentations of the system state at any time t, by taking the dot product of the
transposed basis vectors ŨT with the system state vector at that time, s(t):

w(t) = ŨT · s(t) . (4.19)

This yields a vector of weights, w(t) = [w1, w2, . . . , wn]T , describing the strength
of the singular components at time (t). The system state s̃(t) can then be recon-
structed from the weights as follows:

s̃(t) = Ũ · w(t) . (4.20)

The state variables from the reconstructed state can then be mapped back onto the
original mesh from the high fidelity simulation to recover the spatial distribution.
In Fig. 4.8 we can see graphs of the reconstruction accuracy versus the number of
POD modes. It is evident that a minimum of 4 components are required to achieve
the best reconstruction of the original states. But in the actual implementation 5
modes were used. An example of the reconstructed state can be seen in Fig. 4.9.
While the singular value decomposition provides an e�cient means to represent the
system states, it does not describe how these states evolve over time. Importantly,
it cannot predict how the system will respond to changing loading conditions.
Instead, we train a recurrent neural network to predict the future state of the
system as a function of the present state (described in terms of POD modes), the
loading conditions applied in the present time step, and the loading conditions in
the future timestep. Fig. 4.10 illustrates the adopted combined reduction process.

4.2.4 Generation of the Supervised Dataset

The application of RNN requires data to be converted into a supervised dataset. As
discussed here, we work with the single-step prediction algorithm. This algorithm
requires data to be prepared for a one-to-one prediction scheme. Training data
from each of the simulation sets is generated using Eq. 4.19. This produces a
series of principal component weights or the POD modes. Prior to training the
neural network, the input data are subjected to a two-stage normalisation process.
Normalisation is a standard requirement to train a neural network [332], or indeed
when fitting any form of reduced order model [333; 334]. The first stage subtracts
the median and scales the data according to the quantile range to remove the
e�ects of outliers. This normalisation was chosen after evaluating its performance
in comparison to standardisation that uses the mean and standard deviation. The
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the reduction process: starting with data matrix M,
we factorize it using POD and consider the left singular matrix Ũ. At each timestep
t, we take the transpose of the state vector ŨT and take the dot product with s(t) to
get the weight vector w(t). These weights are combined into a vector with loading
conditions and time di�erence ”t to form a supervised training set for the RNN. After
training, the network is ready for predicting on external test weights. Reconstructed
state space is obtained by taking the dot product of Ũ with the predicted weights
wp(t)
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former was chosen as the normaliser as the data did not quite follow the Gaussian
distribution curve. Next, a simple min max scaling is used to scale the individual
features in the training set between 0 and 1.

The goal of the training step is to develop a neural network that can predict
the future state of the system—or more precisely, the future values of each of the
principal components, based on the current values of the principal components, the
current loading conditions, the future loading conditions, and the change in time.
The neural network that we train uses a set of LSTM nodes to predict the evolution
of each principal component. LSTM units are an advanced form of neuronal nodes
with regulated memories that are controlled by “gates”, represented by sigmoid
functions [324].

4.3 Development of a Multistep Prediction Al-
gorithm

4.3.1 The Deep Learning Model

The working of an LSTM cell is explained in section 2.1.2.2. We implement a three-
layer deep RNN — where the number of layers and units in each were determined
on the basis of several trials. The best-performing architecture is reported in Fig.
4.11. Each of the units in a layer receives an input from the previous layer. As the
problem involves estimating the weight vectors at each timestep, we are seeking
values in a continuous range, implying a regression type computation. The input
is a vector W(t) = [w(t), BL(t), BL(t + 1), ”t] and the output is a vector w(t + 1).
The final layer has a linear activation whose output is used to calculate the mean-
squared error loss with respect to the target variables: weight vector w(t+1). The
loss function is given by:

lossMSE = 1
n

nÿ

i=1
(w(t) ≠ ŵ(t))2 (4.21)

where, w(t) and ŵ(t) denote the observed and predicted weights. ADAM optimiser
[132] is used to perform backpropagation in this deep network. The complete setup
is illustrated in Fig. 4.11. Once the neural network has predicted the weights for
a given timestep, they are first de-normalised (i.e. rescaled to their natural range)
by reversing the operations of the normalisers employed prior to dot multiplication
with Ũ, followed by the reconstruction of the corresponding state-space matrices.
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Figure 4.11: Deep network used to predict weights w(t+1) at t = t+1; Considering
one training example from the training dataset, a weight vector comprising of SVD-
derived weights w(t) of size [5◊1] with loading conditions BL(t), BL(t + 1) and
time di�erence ”t is input to the network that passes through a three-layer deep
RNN consisting 37, 30, and 22 LSTM units, whose output is connected to a fully
connected (FC) layer which outputs a weight vector of size 5 for calculating a mean
squared error against the observed weights w(t + 1) in the implemented regression
setup

4.3.2 Development of Singlestep Prediction Algorithm

We show our analysis on a 3D mesh of the Loy-Yang mine structure, subject to a
change in the pore pressure loading conditions. We apply 3 di�erent loading con-
ditions in the computational domain as shown in Fig. 4.5. We highlight the key
steps and illustrate some of the challenges involved in the development here and in
the forthcoming sections. However, it should be noted that the extension to more
complex geometries/multiphysics and boundary conditions is straightforward.
There can be multiple ways of evolving the weights of a state ahead of time. We
seek to develop a single-step prediction scheme for this purpose. Spatial infor-
mation is implicitly encoded in the mapping of the mesh variables to the state
vectors used in the SVD calculation. While di�erent mesh’ geometries change this
mapping, they do not otherwise alter the other training and testing steps in the
development of a ROM. The application of SVD on the state vectors results in a
low dimensional weight vector, therefore, it becomes convenient to introduce the
normalised squared error function to evaluate the predictive accuracy.

�wX(t) =
q (wX(t) ≠ ŵX(t))2

q(wX(t))2 (4.22)
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where, �wX(t) denotes the normalised squared error of the predicted weight, ŵX(t)
w.r.t. the observed weight, wX(t) at timestep, t. Here, X œ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and
denotes the weight number obtained from the SVD calculation. After the training
of the deep network, we use Eq. 4.22 to show how the predictions of the model
compare to the original weights.
In the next section, we give an example of a potential application for this type of
approach using the reduced order model to consider the impact of variable loading
conditions on the system response.

4.3.2.1 Evaluating Single layered RNN Architecture

Choice of the deep network for development of a ROM can be very subjective. In
general, increasing the number of layers increases the network’s capacity to model
complex functions [335; 336]. But there also lies a risk of making the network
overfit to the training data. Therefore, it takes some amount of experimentation to
arrive at a near-optimal design. In order to make the idea clear, we first implement
a single layer RNN. This simple RNN is realised using the first layer of the deep
network of Fig. 4.11, i.e. a single layer with 37 LSTM units. Training is done using
the mean squared error loss function of Eq. 4.21. The training and validation losses
of the network is shown in Fig. 4.12. We see that removal of the second and third
layers reduces the network’s capacity to model complex functions. The prediction
results of the trained network are shown in Fig. 4.13 through Fig. 4.17. Each
figure consists of a bottom part that shows the normalised squared error between
the predicted and the observed weights. It should be noted that the prediction
of weights corresponding to high singular values is more important than others.
Therefore, the network must be made to adhere to this requirement. Failing to
do so can make the predicted states to be less accurate, making the reduced order
model less reliable.

From figures 4.13 to 4.17 are shown the predictions of weights w1 through w5

using single layered RNN. In each of the figures, towards the left are shown the
results of single-step predictions, and towards the right, the predictions due to the
multistep algorithm. It is very clear that the 37 LSTM units of the single layer do
not o�er enough network capacity to capture the multivariable dynamics of the 5
weight variables. The bottom graphs show the normalised squared di�erence of the
predicted weights w.r.t. the observed weights. It is evident that converting these
to the actual state space possesses the risk of inaccurate state reconstructions.
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Figure 4.12: Training and validation curve for the RNN with single layer of 37
LSTM units

Figure 4.13: Prediction of w1 with single layered RNN; Left: Singlestep, Right:
Multistep

Figure 4.14: Prediction of w2 with single layered RNN; Left: Singlestep, Right:
Multistep
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Figure 4.15: Prediction of w3 with single layered RNN; Left: Singlestep, Right:
Multistep

Figure 4.16: Prediction of w4 with single layered RNN; Left: Singlestep, Right:
Multistep

Figure 4.17: Prediction of w5 with single layered RNN; Left: Singlestep, Right:
Multistep
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Figure 4.18: Training and validation curve for the 3 layered deep RNN shown in
Fig. 4.11

4.3.2.2 Evaluating Deep RNN Architecture

After the evaluation of the performance of the single-layered RNN, we seek to test
the deep RNN as shown in Fig. 4.11. The training is still done using Eq. 4.21 for
50 epochs. With the addition of two more layers, the network now has an increased
capacity for modelling the input/output weights. Training and validation curves
are shown in Fig. 4.18. The errors for both the training and validation fall at an
increased rate in this case. In fact, the lower value of the validation error at the
first epoch shows that the new architecture is more apt for the given input/output
weight pairs. In addition to that, the low value of the errors on the Y-axis further
supports the claim.
Figures 4.19 through 4.23 show the prediction of weights w1 . . . w5 using the deep
RNN. The curves are much better reproduced in this case. Once the weights are
predicted with su�cient accuracy we seek to reconstruct the actual states from
the weight. In figures, 4.24 through 4.27 are shown the reconstructions from the
observed and predicted states of 4 di�erent physical variables. We see that the
reconstructions are accurately reproduced after the prediction.

4.4 Evaluation of the developed ROM

4.4.1 Analysis of Multiple Realisations

The previous sections discussed how to develop and test the reduced order model.
Here, we demonstrate a potential application of the reduced order model by explor-
ing the e�ect of di�erent loading conditions on the behaviour of the 3D domain.
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Figure 4.19: Prediction of w1 with deep RNN; Left: Singlestep, Right: Multistep

Figure 4.20: Prediction of w2 with deep RNN; Left: Singlestep, Right: Multistep

Figure 4.21: Prediction of w3 with deep RNN; Left: Singlestep, Right: Multistep

Figure 4.22: Prediction of w4 with deep RNN; Left: Singlestep, Right: Multistep
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Figure 4.23: Prediction of w5 with deep RNN; Left: Singlestep, Right: Multistep

a)
0.0e+00 2.0e+00
Observed Displacement (m)XY

Z

b)
0.0e+00 2.0e+00
Predicted Displacement (m)XY

Z

Figure 4.24: a) and b): Reconstructions of observed and predicted states of dis-
placement magnitudes

c)
0.0e+00 2.5e-04

Observed Elastic Strain XY-comp. XY
Z

d)
0.0e+00 2.5e-04

Predicted Elastic Strain XY-comp. XY
Z

Figure 4.25: a) and b): Reconstructions of observed and predicted states of elastic
strain’s XY component
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e)
-4.0e+05 2.7e+05

Observed Stress XY-comp. (Pa)XY
Z

f)
-4.0e+05 2.7e+05

Predicted Stress XY-comp. (Pa)XY
Z

Figure 4.26: a) and b): Reconstructions of observed and predicted states of stress’s
XY component

g)
0.0e+00 1.0e-03

Observed Elastoplastic Strain XY
Z

h)
0.0e+00 1.0e-03

Predicted Elastoplastic Strain XY
Z

Figure 4.27: a) and b): Reconstructions of observed and predicted states of elasto-
plastic strains.
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Figure 4.28: Instance of random pore pressure loading conditions. Examples of
random loading conditions are used to illustrate the application of the reduced order
model. Sinusoidal loading conditions with 4 di�erent frequencies are corrupted with
5% Gaussian noise to realise a variety of loading conditions. For the purpose of
visualisation, only 8 out of 1000 di�erent are shown here. ROM was run for all 1000
simulated loading conditions.
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We consider a single case study. The three sub-domains in Fig. 4.5 experience
three di�erent patterns of simulated pore pressure. An illustration of the pore-
pressure loading conditions is given in Fig. 4.28. These signals were generated by
corrupting the pure sinusoidal signals with 5% Gaussian noise to realise complex
loading conditions.

A total of 1000 di�erent simulations were conducted, where each simulation
consisted of 200 timesteps. As the ROM only considers 5 principal components,
the simulations could be completed in a few minutes on a single laptop – compared
to multiple hours across a dedicated computing cluster for one high-fidelity simu-
lation. Perhaps a less obvious but equally important feature of the ROM is that
the amount of memory required to store each output state is also dramatically re-
duced. Only one set of principal components is required at each output time step,
meaning that the full evolution of each of the 1000 simulations can be retained by
querying the weights of each of the timesteps. For simulations of slope-stability,
for example, this means that not only can the individual outputs be analysed for
failure on mass, but the timesteps prior to failure events can be easily revisited to
determine the causes of failure in each case.

These examples demonstrate not only the model’s ability to run many realisa-
tions of the same system but also its ability to track the e�ect of uncertainty on
particular features of the loading conditions (the rate of change in pore pressure
in Fig. 4.28 for example).

There is also the question of how to interpret the results of these many realisa-
tions. As is often the case when running Monte Carlo simulations, the result of any
one simulation is less important than the ensemble behaviour of the complete set.
To represent this behaviour, it is common practice to report statistical measures
of the full set of results, such as the mean and standard deviation of particular
fields at each location. Examples of these results are shown in Fig. 4.29.

Nevertheless, while these results provide some insight into the system be-
haviour, it should be noted that distributions of mean values may not be typical
of the overall system response (indeed, it may not even be a valid solution), while
other measures (e.g. standard deviations) do not convey the skew or spread of
the results. Median values and quantiles may provide more information. However,
standard full-fidelity simulations, they may be di�cult to obtain due to the need
to store all simulation results. Furthermore, all of these measures fail to convey
any information on the spatial correlation of the output.

A key advantage of the reduced order model is that it can be used to analyse
variations in spatial distributions, not just local output, by considering the cor-
relations between the di�erent principal components. This is illustrated in Fig.
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4.30. This figure plots the first five principal components obtained from each of
the 1000 simulations against each other for a given timestep (here 100th out of 200
timesteps).

These plots immediately demonstrate the correlation (or lack thereof) between
the di�erent principal components under the range of body loads. In the case of
4 random pore pressure loading conditions, while some principal components are
largely uncorrelated (e.g. w1 w2; w1 w3), there are others (e.g. w1 w4; w2 w4)
that are somewhat correlated.
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Figure 4.29: Mean and standard deviation of the plastic strain fields from 1000
simulations corresponding to pore pressures shown in Fig. 4.28 generated using the
reduced order model.

4.5 Results and Discussions
The current chapter was dedicated to building an LSTM based deep learning model
for accelerated simulation of hydro-mechanical systems. We describe the results
of the various sections here.

Creation of the Computational Domain
Development of the ROM needs training data. This training data is usually pro-
vided by the full order numerical simulations. These simulations require a compu-
tational domain for the solution of the governing equations and specification of the
loading conditions. Since we were up to develop the model of the Loy-Yang mine
structure, the creation of the domain involved working with the actual elevation
data of the mine. So, the starting elevation map of the top of the surface of the
mine was extracted by specifying the latitude and longitude pairs. The extracted
depth map is shown in Fig. 4.1. The darker regions are at a depth while lighter re-
gions are towards the surface. It must be noted that elevation maps from satellite
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Figure 4.30: Distributions of principal component weights from 1000 simulations:
Graphs on the main diagonal show histograms for each principal component weight,
while o�-diagonal plots show the scatter plots of pairs of weights from each simu-
lation. Red dots indicate the mean values. Distributions correspond to the loading
conditions shown in Fig. 4.28.
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data are not accurate enough and, therefore, need to be processed to match the
depth observations. After obtaining the depth map, the surface was parameterised
as shown in Fig. 4.2. This step is especially important as finite element models
work best with smooth meshes with good aspect ratios. This is generally available
from a CAD design software. The parameterisation marks the first step in this
design. In order to have an intermediate layer with the same surface topography,
a copy of the top surface was created and placed at a depth below the original
map. We can see the relative placements of the top and intermediate surfaces in
Fig. 4.3a) and 4.3b). Next, an extrusion operation was done from the top surface,
passing through the intermediate surface towards a greater depth to realise a 3D
domain as shown in Fig. 4.3c). The sharp corners can sometimes be problematic
for the convergence of FEM solvers; therefore, a curve was drawn on the surface,
extruding it beyond the bottom and performing a Boolean di�erence operation.
We can see the result in Fig. 4.3d). The pink part denotes the domain of interest.
This step helped in the elimination of sharp corners. Also, in order to make the
depth of the mine near-realistic, a scaling operation was done in the vertical Z-axis
as shown in Fig. 4.3e). The final body was extracted by deleting the extra parts as
shown in Fig. 4.3f). The final computational mesh of the Loy-Yang mine structure
is shown in Fig. 4.6.

Numerical model for full order Hydro-Mechanical Simulations
The governing equations for the simulations are given in Eq. 4.7 through 4.12.
As given by equation Eq. 4.5 the pore pressure directly a�ects the normal com-
ponents of the stress tensor; we create pseudo pore pressure generating functions
using 4 di�erent mathematical functions as shown in Fig. 4.4. The details of the
generative functions are given in Table 4.1. These functions help add nonlinearity
to the applied loading conditions via their application on three di�erent regions of
the domain, as shown in Fig. 4.5. One of the compelling reasons for their usage
instead of the real pore pressures from field measurements is that they help train
the deep learning based ROM for a diverse scenario making it more robust to
changes in loading conditions. A total of 5 full-order simulations were performed
for testing the ROM, out of which 3 were used for training and 2 for testing. Each
simulation consisted of 200 timesteps solving for 14 state variables as shown in
Table 4.2. In Fig. 4.7 the first row shows the form of actual simulation data that
is output from a FEM solver, and in the second row, we can see how the state
variables are flattened to form one long skinny vector per row, and when stacked
along time axis give us a 2D representation of the evolution of the states along
the length of the column. On taking the SVD on the transposed state matrix, we
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get a reduced representation in the form of 5 POD modes. In Fig. 4.8 we can see
the reconstruction accuracy of di�erent physical variables like the displacement,
elastoplastic strain, elastic strain XY component, stress XY component and the
overall combined state. High accuracy of the reconstruction is important for em-
ulating a full order simulation. We can also see in Fig. 4.8a) through 4.8e) that
the reconstruction accuracy varies for di�erent state variables.

Development of Multistep Prediction Algorithm
In order to realise the functioning of the ROM, we first consider the development
of a single-step prediction algorithm. The single-step prediction algorithm requires
the simulation data to be converted into a supervised training set. The state space
data obtained from full order simulations are converted to the weight space using
the SVD because learning in the original data space is impractical for various rea-
sons like – training times, data storage and memory requirements. Referring to
Fig. 4.10 of dimensionality reduction block, the predictors are realised by com-
bining the weights of the current timestep, wt, the loading conditions at timestep
BL(t), the loading conditions at timestep BL(t + 1) and the time di�erence ”t.
The combined vector is called the W(t). The target vector is just the weight
vector w(t + 1). By virtue of the creation of the supervised dataset for a single-
step scheme, the number of training examples reduces by 1 because we cannot
have data to predict the first timestep. In the Fig. 4.10 the second block of AI
training, the RNN based single-step prediction algorithm is trained. In the second
part, once the training is over, the algorithm is ready to predict the future weights
wp(t) given the current predictor vector W(t). The RNN used here is realised
using LSTMs with 37, 30 and 22 units that form a 3 layer deep network. The
final weights are output after being squashed using a dense layer. The training is
performed using the backpropagation algorithm with a mean squared error loss.
A total of 50 epochs were set for training and validation, as shown in Fig. 4.12.

Evaluating the Performance of the Developed ROM
In order to assess the quality of the ROM, we also trained another RNN architec-
ture with just a single layer with 37 LSTM units. The results of the single-step
prediction are shown in Fig. 4.13 through 4.17. In each of the figures, the graph on
the left shows the result of the single-step prediction where the predicted weight
(blue) and the observed weight (black) are plotted together. At the bottom, the
plots show the normalised squared di�erence between the predicted weight and
the observed weight. Towards the right, the results of the multistep prediction
are given. In Fig. 4.13 we can see that single step prediction does a good job at
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predicting w1 with the NMSE at the bottom being around ¥ 10 for the single-step
case and ¥ 80 for the multistep case. Towards the right, the multistep scheme
shows some discrepancy at timestep 60 and timestep 160. The transitions are
not well captured; in other words, the network fails to learn the intricate/sharp
transitions in weight’s trajectory. In Fig. 4.14 the multistep scheme still shows
the discrepancy but now at timestep 0 to 20 and at timestep 150 to 160. For the
prediction of w3, both single-step and multistep schemes do a fair job, as seen
in Fig. 4.15. But still, the error plot shows a high value for the multistep case.
Similar trends are observed in figures 4.16 and 4.17 with a higher error for the
multistep cases.
The evaluation of the deep RNN shows much improvement over the single layer
RNN. In Fig. 4.19 the prediction of weight w1 appears to be equally good for
both the single-step and the multistep schemes. The di�erence between the errors
is also reduced when compared to the single layer RNN case. The error shows a
discrepancy only at the beginning between timesteps 10 and 40. In Fig. 4.20 the
maximum error is much reduced and is of the order of 1e-3 for the single-step case
and 1e-2 for the multistep case. At the sharp transition that occurs at timestep
60, the deep model shows much improvement with just a glitch at timestep 60 in
the error plot. It faces more di�culty in tracing the trajectory from high to low
to high scenarios as in between timesteps 90 to 140. In Fig. 4.21 the errors are of
the order 1e-2 with the multistep exceeding the single-step by just a fraction. The
sharp transitions are not well captured probably because of the large jump in the
values as seen at timesteps 50 to 60 and timesteps 155 to 160. In figures 4.22 and
4.23 the error at the bottom shows a much more complex error trajectory. Again,
the low/high variations are not smooth. Also, the sharp changes are problematic.
But the values of the errors are low enough to be ignored.
From figures 4.24 to 4.27 we can see the results of the reconstructed states of 4 of
the state variables. Fig. 4.24 shows the reconstruction of the displacement field
with high values (¥ 2.0m) at the top and no movement at the bottom. Both the
observed and the predicted states are in good agreement with each other. The
next Fig. 4.25 shows the XY component of the elastic strain with a high value
(¥ 2.5e≠4) towards the front and medium values ¥ 1.2e≠4 at the slopes towards
the top part of the figure. The stress’s XY component is shown in Fig. 4.26 with
a high value of (¥ 2.7e + 5) and low value of (¥ ≠4e + 5). Both the observed
and predicted states are in good agreement with each other. The states of the
elastoplastic strain in Fig. 4.27 show that the Loy-Yang mine structure experi-
ences the highest plastic strain in the light blue regions and is more likely to fail
with adverse pore pressure values. Again the observed and the predicted states
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are in good agreement.

Statistical Analysis and Multiple Realisations
Once the ROM is trained with the predefined set of the full-order simulations, it
becomes ready to generate independent simulated states. For that, it requires an
initial starting set of weights defined by a 1D vector of size 5 and a series of current
and future loading conditions. We analyse the ROM generated states using the
standard deviation and mean statistics. In Fig. 4.28 we show only 8 out of 1000
(for visualisation purposes) trajectories of pore pressure loading conditions with a
randomly initialised weight vector. These are combined, normalised and arranged
as a supervised set (similar to the one used during training) to be fed with the
weight vector. When run in the ROM, 1000 di�erent simulations could be realised
within a matter of minutes. To be specific, it took around 253s to generate the
1000 simulations. The reconstruction took an extra 45 minutes time to save the
ROM generated full-order simulations to the hard disk. We assessed the perfor-
mance of the generated realisations by taking the mean and standard deviation of
the physical variable – elastoplastic strain at timestep 100, whose reconstructed
states are shown in Fig. 4.29. One can recall that the high strain is experienced
in the light blue regions. The red regions are also prone to failure but require
additional shear strength reduction analysis for determining the actual factor of
safety. The standard deviation plot on the right shows the maximum variation
¥ 1.0e ≠ 4, which is an order high of the mean state values. This implies that
the ROM generated pseudo simulations have a high variance of generated states
while still remaining near to the mean state. This is ideal for analysis with a fixed
computational mesh such as that of the Loy-Yang mine structure. In Fig. 4.30
we show the 1000 states (represented as dots) in a 5-dimensional reduced weight
space. The main diagonal shows the histogram of the weights (from top to bottom:
w1 to w5). The red dot shows the location of the mean state in the thousand ROM
generated states.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

Data acquired in Geoscientific works has many challenges. Often, the processes
responsible for generating them are complex, making the acquirer record instances
of data using multiple probes. This leads to the generation of a dataset that
possesses some important properties. Firstly, there is an inherent redundancy;
multiple probes may have responded to some common signals by sharing their
information with each other. Even if they have captured unique and independent
parts of the process, they may still complement each other for completeness. In the
real-world scenario, the sensors may have recorded a noisy version of the signal.
This may be present throughout the recording or in some parts of it. A similar
case was developed in chapter 3, where we saw that the probes kept at the corners
of the cube showed unique wave signatures resulting from multiple reflections; it
is obvious that neglecting even a single one would reduce the information required
for inference of the pore networks. At the same time, there could have been mul-
tiple pore network models that would have generated similar acoustic responses;
this presents a classic case of an ill-posed problem and suggests improvement to
the conventional optimization-based data modelling workflows. Secondly, the size
of the data may be too large to analyze, either by virtue of the scope of the exper-
iment or the scale of the study. We saw in chapter 4 that the observed state space
of a single simulation was too high of the order of (1e6). This makes it di�cult
to train a recurrent neural net. Reduction of data dimension becomes important
in such cases. This has great significance in high-fidelity simulations of processes
that are otherwise impossible to study. In the author’s view, there exist at least
three ways of working with these data.
The first one is the model-based data pipeline. In this mode, the modeller assumes
a model for the data generating process. Using this mode can be helpful as it can
quickly provide the result using analytical techniques, given that the process has
been studied extensively and that there exists enough theory to support the equa-
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tions guiding the analytical solution. The modeller may also choose this mode for
simplifying a model. This generally ignores the intricacies involved in the data
generating process. The reason can also lie in the incompetency of the modeller to
handle complex and more detailed forms of the problem description. The second
approach takes up the data-based pipeline. This is the modern way of dealing
with data. In this approach, ML algorithms are provided with labelled/supervised
data and are made to learn about the data transformation process from them.
This often renders them “black-box” models. They do this by mapping a function
between the inputs to outputs in an abstract manner by building complex rela-
tionships among them. Though the results are generally encouraging, explaining
the trained model is quite di�cult and may require some meta-modelling. The
third approach takes the hybrid mode, wherein the model-based approach is com-
bined with the data-based approach. This approach is often taken up when the
data generation process is supported by a well-grounded theory, and one wants to
accelerate certain parts of the solution. This, of course, introduces some amount
of error (due to data-fitting stages) but can be suitably ignored with the inter-
preter’s discretion and purposes. A partial reason for taking this approach may
also be due to the subjectivity associated with interpretation. Machine learning
algorithms could help resolve this by providing data-based approximations for cer-
tain parts of the solution hence avoiding any human bias.
Motivated by the issues of data modelling in geophysics and geomechanics, we
have worked on two important problems in this thesis. We consider the latter
two approaches and demonstrate their e�ectiveness along the modelling process.
These have been chosen to cover the di�erent aspects of data and perhaps provide
a way of tackling some issues in real-world scenarios.
In Application-I, we have worked with data of dimensions of the order of 1e7
while studying the acoustic responses of tiny pores in rock core samples. E�ective
medium techniques such as the “Di�erential E�ective Medium” and the “Self-
consistent” approaches are widely used to model the elastic response of the porous
bodies by assuming uniform ellipsoidal and spheroidal inclusions [337]. Although
these are quite established in rock physics modelling, we understand that there
is still a need for an approach that deals with the arbitrary shapes of the pores
and their inclusions. Therefore, we believe that this application is a novel way of
including the e�ect of pore geometry on acoustic data. For this, the 3D volumetric
core data were processed using a modified U-Net model. The U-Net consists of
convolutional neural networks and has proven to be e�ective in processing the 3D
image data. We took up the task of inferring the pore networks within the rock
core sample from their acoustic responses. With the aid of ML-based processing,
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we could infer the causative pore networks with the Dice coe�cient accuracy of
¥ 92% with complete acoustic information in the validation set.
In Application-II, we have dealt with data of the size of the order of 1e6 when devel-
oping a reduced order model for hydro-mechanical simulation. Conventional finite
element solvers can conveniently solve 2D problems within a matter of minutes.
But the situation is not so trivial when the geometry is 3D. While the accuracy
of FEM still remains the main attraction, the time that it takes to get to a single
solution may range anywhere from tens of hours to several days. Moreover, the
modeller often needs to study the response of the structure with multiple soil pa-
rameter values because this helps him design reinforcement strategies for making
the structure more stable. Due to this, there is a need to accelerate the numer-
ical model that would give a solution at much faster rates. Such a system was
realized using recurrent neural networks in chapter 4. We performed 5 full-order
simulations for developing the reduced order model. Out of all, 3 were used for
training and 2 for testing. High non-linearity was added to the model by varying
the pore pressure contribution to the stress tensor. It was found that for the given
geometry of the Loy-Yang mine structure, the recurrent networks could recognize
the pattern in the evolution of the states with su�cient accuracy (¥ 99.99%). We
understood that for high-fidelity simulations, the reduction of data dimension is
paramount for the recurrent net to process the evolution of state space.

5.1 Conclusions
With regard to the results obtained in chapter 3, we conclude the following:

• The pore shapes and sizes in carbonates are too complex for human-level
analysis. The heterogeneity is prevalent at all scales. The application of
simple linearly fitted models must be avoided. As seen in the section 3.3.4
every cube exhibited di�erent wave signatures. Modern deep learning algo-
rithms are advanced enough to study these complex rocks.

• The extraction of pore networks from rock sample data requires at least 3
stages of image processing – the contrast equalization step, median filtering
step and the binarisation step. The binarisation step can be accommodated
by any binarization algorithm such as the Otsu or the Sauvola algorithm,
although the deterioration of the region of interest must be considered prior
to making a choice. In the current work, Sauvola binarisation was used.

• The segmentation step requires the binarized image to be processed by the
distance transform, skeletonization and the watershed transform steps. A
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semi-automated method of pore classification can be realized using ML ap-
proaches such as the k-means clustering and watershed algorithm.

• The acoustic wave analysis is an e�ective non-destructive technique for in-
ferring pore networks. We just need the right tool that interprets the weak
acoustic signatures. This can be accomplished by a U-Net semantic segmen-
tation algorithm as done in the current work.

• Whenever permissible, an acoustic simulation must be used instead of the
elastic wave simulation as the latter is time-consuming and resource-intensive.
Because deep learning algorithms require a large set of labelled data using
the latter can be prohibitive.

• Inference of pore network is a two-fold problem comprising classification
and localization. The algorithm must classify every voxel of the image and
additionally localize its extent in the 3D space. In the current approach,
the U-Net architecture was suitably developed to infer the pore network
model from the acoustic signatures of the rock core samples. The U-Net
architecture could recognize the di�erence in wave patterns exhibited by the
porous regions and matrix parts of the rock core sample.

• The U-Net was at least 92% successful in predicting and localizing the pores.
It could di�erentiate between the low-velocity zones of the pores and the
high-velocity zones of the rock matrix. During the simulation, both the
parts were specified using the medium velocity and the medium density.

• For semantic segmentation tasks, common metrics such as the Accuracy and
Binary Cross-Entropy are inadequate to reflect the training of a U-Net model.
Instead, the Dice coe�cient must be used in combination with the Dice loss
to train such networks.

• In order to train the U-Net for the pore network inference task, the require-
ment of data is large – 3280 samples (of dimension 64 ◊ 64 ◊ 64) for training
for achieving a Dice coe�cient accuracy of ¥ 94% on the training set. This
data size prohibits the use of finite element based wave simulation ideas as
they are time-consuming. Instead, finite di�erence based wave simulation
must be preferred.

• Visualization of the pore network is important for designing porosity seg-
mentation algorithms.
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With regard to Application-II in chapter 4 and the obtained results, we con-
clude the following:

• We understand that hydro-mechanical simulations are important for deter-
mining the stability of slopes. The interplay between the pore pressures and
the stress and strains inside the slope structure needs to be understood to
determine any risk.

• Conventional finite element software is accurate enough to capture the state
variables but may take a long time to complete one simulation. Hence, there
arises a need to hasten the simulation process for purposes like uncertainty
analysis.

• Reduced order modelling, as in chapter 4 has been suggested as a way forward
to accomplish this task. There are various elements to the development of a
ROM, and the most important is the reconstruction quality of the original
states, as this guarantees the accuracy of the state variables. The second
important element is the speed of simulation.

• Proper orthogonal decomposition is a suitable way of dimensionality reduc-
tion that can e�ectively reduce the data dimension into a small workable
weight space such that advanced ML algorithms can be applied. It was found
that a simulation consisting of a million DOFs can be e�ciently captured by
just 5 POD modes, as seen in Fig. 4.8.

• After the dimensionality reduction step, the ROM development requires a
time evolution strategy. This can be realized using a recurrent neural net-
work, as is done in the current work.

• In order to realize a versatile ROM, it needs to be trained with simulation
data with high variation. In order to accomplish this, 4 di�erent types of
the pore pressure signals were realized using sine, sawtooth and polynomial
functions that independently contributed to the volumetric loading condi-
tions in three di�erent parts of the computational domain as shown in Fig.
4.5.

• In the current context of the development of a ROM for the Loy-Yang mine
structure, the geometry doesn’t change with time. Therefore, it was su�cient
to perform a handful of full-order simulations. In this work, 5 numbers were
su�cient. 3 out 5 were used for training and 2 for testing.
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• The ROM development can be divided into 3 major parts – dimensionality
reduction, AI training and state-space reconstruction. The AI training comes
next in priority after the dimensionality reduction step. For this, we have
used the long short-term memory (LSTM) units.

• It was found that a deep RNN architecture comprising 37, 30, 22 LSTM units
was optimal for capturing the time evolution of the state space. The single-
layered architecture with 37 units failed to capture the intricate transitions
in the pore pressure trajectories. The accuracy of the two approaches can
be evaluated in figures 4.13 through 4.23.

• Elastoplastic strain is an important variable to determine the high strain
regions of the slope.

• The developed ROM can be assessed using statistical measures such as the
mean and standard deviations of an ensemble of samples generated by the
ROM, as can be seen in Fig. 4.29.

• The current implementation could generate 1000 simulations in a matter of
a couple of minutes. The reconstruction time for the 1000 simulations could
be large, though.

5.2 Scope of Future Work
We would like to extend our work and contribute largely towards areas of com-
pressed sensing and model reduction with additional Multiphysics variables such
as the thermal component. We understand that more research is required in these
areas for designing smart models that auto-tune with more incoming data and are
also capable of learning from them while still preserving the relevant information
and knowledge within.
In particular, we would like to incorporate the attention mechanism into the data
driven rock physics model in order to reduce the depth of sensing. The attention
engine is anticipated to identify relevant and more important acoustic signatures
that are representative of the underlying pore network structure and would hope-
fully give better accuracy.
In the reduced order modelling case, we would like to incorporate more failure
models and material heterogeneity. Specifically, we are already working with gen-
erative adversarial networks to come up with a density estimation technique for
the material part. We suppose the di�erent failure modes can be accomplished
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by incorporating a conditional node mechanism that informs the ROM about the
failure model it is being trained with.
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